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FOREWORD 

The work reported herein was performed by the Vehicle 

Res earch Department of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. under 

Contract No. CC-182 for the Schwinn Bicycle Company. The period of 

performance was from 1 March 1971 to 31 May 1971. The dynamical analysis 

of the bicycle uS ed in this program was developed at CAL prior to this 

program. 
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1.0 INT RODUCTION 

The research discussed in this technical report includes the 

development, validation, and exercis e of a free control bicycle-rider digital 

computer simulation program. This work is Phase I of a program whose 

overall objective is a comprehensive closed-loop simulation of a bicycle, 

stabilized and controlled by a path following rider logic model. This 

computer simulation program will be used for bicycle design and development 

with particular consideration being given to the effects of various design 

parameters and rider ability on bicycle maneuve:rability and stability. 

This technical report includes the mathematical analysis of 

the bicycle which is the basis of the computer simulation program. The 

computer program, its required input, and various forms of output are 

described. An experimental program to obtain detailed measurements of 

the physical characteristics of a test bicycle and a typical rider is explained. 

This experimental program included the construction of an on-road bicycle 

tire tester and the measurement of the side force characteristics of two 

types of bicycle tires. 

Full scale experiments with an instrumented bicycle were made 

to obtain time histories of motion variables from various maneuvers. A 

comparison of computer output with the data frOD:1 the experimental tests was 

made to determine the validity of the simulation program. 

A fifty-seven run simulation parameter study was performed 

as an exercise of the computer program and as a preliminary study of the 

effects of various design parameters on the free control stability of a 

riderless bicycle. 
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2.0 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF A BICYCLE AND RIDER 

The mathematical analys is developed in this section is the bas is 

of a digital computer simulation of a bicycle and rider. The bicycle-rider 

model is a system of three rigid masses with eight degrees of freedom: 

six rigid body degrees of freedom, a steer degree of freedom of the front 

wheel, and a rider roll degree of freedom. Included in the analysis are 

radial tire stiffness, tire side forces due to slip angle and inclination angle, 

the gyroscopic effects of the rotating wheels, as well as all inertial coupling 

terms between the rider, the front wheel and steerimg fork, and the rear 

wheel and frame. 

2. I Eight Degree of Freedom Bicycle Model 

The bicycle-rider model is a system of three rigid masses 

with eight degrees of freedom. A rotating coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is 

defined as fixed in the rear wheel and frame structure and has three 

translational ( U o , '21'"'0 ) 1.V'; ) and three rotational degrees (-fJ, ,., r 
of freedom with respect to the space fixed coordina.te system (X', Y', Z'), 

Figure 2. 1. The front wheel and steering fork has a rotational degree of . 
freedom ( ~ ) about an inclined steer axis. The dder has a rotational . 
degree of freedom ( 4>~ ) about a horizontal roll axis, Figure 2. 2. The 

origin of the vehicle coordinate system is at the intersection of the steering 

fork axis and an imaginary line which is perpendicular to the steering fork 

axis and passes through the rear wheel center. The X axis is along the 

longitudinal axis of the bicycle and is positive forward, the Y axis is positivE! 

to the right of the bicycle, and the Z axis is positive downward. The 

origin of the front fork coordinate system (XI', Y", Z ") coincides with the 

origin of the vehicle coordinate system. The Z" axis is coincident with the 
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steering fork axis and positive downward, the X" axis is positive forward, 

and the Y" axis is positive to the right. The Y and Y" axes are coincident 

at zero steer angle. The space fixed coordinate system is defined with the 

XI - yl plane as the ground plane and with the Z I axis parallel to the gravity 

vector and positive downward. 

The position of the bicycle in the space coordinate system is 

defined by the coordinates of the origin of the vehicle coordinate system 

( %; ,'f"o 1 3~)' The angular orientation of the bicycle in the space 

coordinate system is defined by the Euler angles (;) e, cp ) about the 

X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system taken in the order If, 9) 4> . 

The matrix for transforming coordinates in the vehicle 

coordinate system into coordinates in the space fixed coordinate system is 

given below. 

~
C#J (; UG tf : - ua4>~ Cf ... ~,~S ~ 9' : ~, ... Y'+ ~;":""'8 ~~' - ---- ,----------- - -,-------------

[A] = 4ttOS~qJ I CO()c;~;+ ~;~B~t': - ~q;-4>.,.~; .... B .. " (2.1. 1) -----1------------- -- __________ _ 
-~8 ~ ~SMK..~ : eeoee.o; 

Figure 2.3 shows the parameters of the bicycle model which 

are included in the mathematical analysis . .......wtO)"""" A. • A11." are the 

masses of the rider, the rear wheel and frame, and the front wheel and 

steering fork ass embly, respectively. The mass distribution of the bicycle 

is assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the vertical-longitudinal plane 

through its geometrical center. Thus the X-Y and Y-Z products of inertia 
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of each rigid mas s are zero. SF is the caster angle of the steer axis. 

~ is the steer angle of the front wheel about the inclined steer axis. W, 

and W~ are the spin velocities of the front and rear wheels. A no-slip 

condition is assumed between the wheels and the ground, therefore, the 

wheel spin velocities are equal to the forward velocity of the bicycle 

divided by the respective wheel rolling radius. 
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2~. 2 Rotational Degrees of Freedom of Wheels 

The moment on the front wheel which reacts the gyroscopic 

effect of the spinning wheel is given below in matdx form. It is assumed 

that the moment of inertia about a diameter through the wheel is equal to 

one half the moment of inertia about the spin axis, I WF • 

" NXWF f" Iwrz 0 0 wf" 
" lVywJ' 'i" X 0 IWF 0 tg-If + W,. 

(2.2.1) 

" 
lY~w~ r"+ ~ 0 0 Iw,/z. r" ... ~ 

where 

" AI" N h 

NXWF.~IVYWF) fWF 

are the X'I, yl1, Z" components of the moment on the 

front wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect. 

f", ~#, yo" are the X", yl1, Z 11 components of angular velocity 

vector of the vehicle coordinate system. 

(2. 2. 2} 

where [S ] is the transformation matrix from the front fork coordinate 

systern to the vehicle coordinate system. 
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1/ 
As suming that the velocity 1* is negligible compared to the wheel spin 

velocity, WF , the above equation reduces to the following. 

NX"wF = - (r"+s) UJF IWF (2. 2.4]1 

" NYWF 0 (2.2.5) 

N;WF fJ" etJF Iw,: (2.2.6) 

The moment on the rear wheel which reacts the gyroscopic 

eff ect of the spinning wheel is g~ven below in matrix form. It is as sumed 

that the moment of inertia about a diameter through the wheel is equal to 

one half the moment of inertia about the spin axis, 

where 

r 

o 

x o IW/I( (2.2.7) 

() o 

are the X, Y, Z components of the moment on the 

rear wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect. 

Wit is the spin velocity of the rear wheel (assumed to 

be the forward velocity of the bicycle divided by 

the rolling radius of the wheel). 

I WR is the moment of inertia of the rear wheel about 

its s pin axis. 
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" As surning that the pitch velocity, 8- ' is negligible compared to the wheel 

spin velocity, W R , the above equation reduces to the following. 

NXWR - rW~IwR 

NYWR 0 

N*WR - .(J 1.1)" I WR 

2.3 Rotational Degree of Freedom of Front Wheel Fork and 
Handlebar Assembly 

(2. 2. 8) 

(2.2.9) 

(2. 2. 10) 

The force balance equations for the front wheel and steering 

fork in the X, Y, Z directions are given below. 

F1CTF + FJtF -/'ilifF 3' ~ ttl (2.3.1) 

= FyrF + FYF + ~F 3" C(IIt #9 ~ tP (2.3.2) 

(2.3.3) 

where 

FXT'F) FyrF , Fl-'t"F are the X, Y, Z components of the tire force acting 

on the front wheel at the ground contact point. 

FXF) FYF ) Fa F are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the steering fork a.t the origin of the vehicle 

coordinate system. 

The X, Y, Z components of the inertial acceleration of the 

c. g. ()f the front wheel fork and handlebar assembly are given below. 
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UF = Up'" 8-"WD - r V'~ + 1;F i- -"'t,= (r. i Cn. SF) - ~~ (,.'l+ "I) 
.,. --'(-F -fJ r; + 1-F fJ Y' +'tF c.tJa SF. -fJ S + -1t:, ~ 6F 1- r . 2 

- (~ "X.-F (!tJo 6, -1/' ~ SF) r { - (X, ~ SJr - C9, M.... SF ~ eF) c5 

Vi: = 'liD --(JWO+rUO -?F(.,;,+'t~eF)+"K.F(~+i·Uo6F)-1F(1'.'+r~ 
.,. "X.F 1>,. -~F ~~F fJ; +'Q'F ,/1' +("K.F"'-' 8, + ~F ~~F) r i 
- 2 ~F etJo6, rS + (';tF~S~ aJQ.SF-'dF~IS,)&Z 

Ur,: = -W; +'f'J"V; -'-UD+1-F(~+'~SF)-~F3 -1fF(-fJ'I.+'j2) 
+ ~FfJ.Y' +("k.f.~6F-2.(fF~8F)-fJS+·~F ~.~ 1- d 
+ ~F ~ 9F r&+(~F~6F ~c9F- ~F ~ISF) a 

where: 

(2. 3. 7) 

Thus the reaction forces acting on the front wheel fork and handlebar 

assembly are: 

" .4: 
rYr :. ~F (7/; - ~F fJ + ]t,F r + 1', 4406 t ) - ~z - FyrF (2. 3.9) 

F.,. • ~F (Wo +~FjJ-1t-F~ +A(-F~8F i)-~z - F.TF (2.3.10) 
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where: 

'1"2 = ~F(-1-WO ~ rv; -~~~ +1tF [f''''~J-'Ffl-'JF~''' 
-1'F ~ s,r -(J S - 'Q:F """"" SF ,. ~ + £ -:r,. c:..o S, .,. ~F ~ r 1 t' S 
+ ,,; C40 (J~ 4..Hf ~') 

Y~2 ::: """""F (-1' ~ -r ~o+ 3' ~S~9 +~F [?'+I"ll- "F f: 1-
+ 'fF ~~, ~I' - '>".1 r -".; t 1'.,.. ~tF I!.MJ SF r~ 

-+- 1-F C4(J SF ~ ) 

'('41. = ~F (-~". + 1),(0 of. ~ ~ .t:40¢ +'~F ['1'~.,11-1'-F -, r 
-l~; f.QOd-'F.~8Fl-pi -?F"'~ -1F fAo6F .,i 
- ~F~~r[-):.;~s~~,~2) 

The moment balance equation for the front wheel fork and 

handlebar assembly about the -X", Y", Z" axes of the front fork coordinate 

system is given below in matrix form. 

x [ I;] (2.3. 14) 

where 

." . 
-f T -fJ 
. " [5 ] . 
'I - " (2.3.15) 
. " • r Y' 

[r;J is the inertia tensor of the front wheel fork and handle

bar assembly about its c. g. along a set of axes parallel to the X", Y", ZII 

axes of the front fork coordinate system. 
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o 
" I Fy (2.3.16) 

o 

is the moment acting on the front fork and handlebar 

assembly about a set of axes through its c. g. and parallel to the X", Y", Z" 

axes of the front fork coordinate system. 

(2.3.17) 

where 

" " II 1(,,-F ) .Af TP , lITF are the X", Y", Z" coordinates of the tire-ground 

contact point. 

are the X" and Y" components of the reaction moment 

on the front wheel fork and handlebar assembly at the 

origin of the coordinate system. 

The first two rows of the expansion of equation (2.3. 14) are 

given below. 

(2.3.18) 
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The third row of the expansion of equation (2.3. 14) is the 

equation of IT1otion for rotation of the front wheel fork and handlebar asseIT1bly 

about the steer axis. 

or 

The X, Y, Z cOIT1ponents of the reaction IT1OIT1ent on the front 

wheel fork and handlebar ass eIT1b1y at the origin of the coordinate systeIT1 

are found below. 

(2. 3. 20) 

(2.3.21) 

(2.3.22) 
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NYF = (~9F i;-~6,. ~~~;).MtFU~ - (~6F~;+~(;' IMor~)AI(,.w. 
- ([~9F'~ + C«J6F eHr~;J ~F~F- ~9F~" ~'[:r~-I;YJ 
+ ~ tJ;FAi.c~ X;KI)f3 + ([.MiH.B'~F+ ~SF"J."J 1-;/ltfF' -l.M.cSF~F 
- UO 9,. 1tF} t.oo' ')!.~ Aft F + A.k. 2.~ r~~ ... ~2i r~'r ) tj + (f ~ SF 

l'A(J~~; - t!4oS, ,~3 fFhttF - ~ SF ~~ ~"[IF~ -I,j,j _ UOSF (2.3.24) 

~, I~~i) r. - ('~~FA'M,+~, IF"r~)I- ~r(-fJ"tlt r;~rl 
+ fit {r" + i} 1. I,c~ -Z;~1 + f t-".,.i 1 tUF :r",,~) + c..d S(f1' 111_ [...H+S]2Jr;,fi 
+ --f" {,.."+i f IIF~ -Il~l) +(~SF C«J[~; - Cd-d8, ~~) r:1. 
+ (~QFd~+ ~8F~S'J';)r3z 

N~F = -~2.8F ~FAI1F -u.D +~(?F1;/mF 7i; -~ 6F~'F1'! AHf Wo 
- (~8f1f ~FAt(F "'~8F 4MJ8F.1F/WtF+~(}FUC6,.rCH" Ilx 
+ ~tr I~YJ-~1.8F ~f Z;KI')-ti - (~8, [.44fcIJF~F -CIO~ 
~I=] 1F /WI,. +~.~; U4& [I,;-I/;' J) i +([~ 8F~~~' (2.3.25) 

+~ 9F"t:l.AMF +.Mi. 1 (7,.[ ~'JI;; +~2IIF;]+~BF c.o4 
CQo $ I;~~)':' wI-...-...He 8, UXJ$ (?~~; AlIfF of· I~~~) s· + ~ SF ~~ 
(? "1· I;~~ + 1': [~N:i]f -f;.r- I~"J : l.r·~i] (.c)F ~ WI') + ~8F 
~~ ({~'i -fr +t] j IFl.r + -fJ [I" +sll,IF)(-Z,;r3) -...... 6F 

');. ~2 -#-A« 'F~,(~8F 'r/,+ t!#46,'¥iz) + ~ 6, N;, 
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2.4 Rotational Degree of Freedom of the Rider 

The force balance equations for the rider in the X, Y, Z 

directions are given below. 

where 

/J?1D UD :; FKD -./»tp 'a'~r; 

A+t.J) ~ = F)'~ +AI1/) 3' ~l!J~; 
.AIJ1 /) ~ = Fi~ +~/) a-- ~6 LHf 

(2. 4. 1) 

(2.4.2) 

(2. 4. 3) 

are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the rider at the rider roll center. 

The X, Y, Z components of the inertial acc eleration of the 

c. g. of the rider are given below. 

u/) = it, + 'I w, - Y''V; +1.D i -"'d-D yo - ~D (,'+ r')- ~,,? ~ 
,+ ?~ fJ" + 2 -1~ l' IJ + 2 e I> ClIo f/>; yo fD 

V-J) = V-o -~ 'WO + ,. 'Uo - .?-.b"; .,. if,/) ;. - fD ~;,j ¢I> --1J) {-p&l-r') 

+ ")C./) -fJ 1- - 2 ~~ ., ¢D + ~/) 'I" -"1~ tP/J 

~ = ~ +~ z,; -1 'Uo -~J)~ - -;;.~ ;+~J l- ~/) (fJ~+II) 
• 02 

+ ~~ fl" - 2 (' J c.IJo;p "'fJ ;/) -I- -to , ,.. _. fD CIO;/) (;~ 

where: 

~/) = -p, ~~~ (2.4.7) 

~/) = 1~ - ~O (1- ~;~) (2.4.8) 
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Thus the reaction forces acting on the rider may be written as follows. 

Fxo = /HIt.p (u" + j ?o + y. f'1) ~D) - ¥'II (2. 4. 9) 

Fyp -= A'JIlD (Ve - -fJ?/J + ~ 7t-D - iD (JD) - ~! (Z.4.10) 

F':I> =.An/J (w. -~ fl> ¢D - ;:, 7f./) - ~~ (JD t;b) - t33 (2.4.11) 

where: 

~/a = -A'tt 0 r: 1: w;, + rvo - ~~8-+ ~O { f + ~J + -1'P 'ft -~D 'f Y' (2.4. 12) 

-+ "'to 1 ¢/J - 2 fo ~ II> "4,) 
'(2.3 = ....-'H\. D (-?J ~ - ru.o -I- t e«) ~~; -"If) !1'&+ #,,11- ~, f> t (2.4. 13) 

.,. 21'D 1" tPP - 1-1> r r + -"to ;0) 
~J3 = ~ b (-'1' 1/0 + !; ~o +' ~ C4'fJ e 4M3 1> + 10 (1?:+ 1'J - "Y--~..,.,,, (2.4. 14) 

+ 2. f~ Ceo f;b -1' ~b -~D r r + f~ c..o¢p ~b) 

The moment balance equation for the rider about the axes of 

the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system are given below in matrix 

form. 

where [IpJ is the inertia tensor of the rider through the rider c. g. with 

respect to the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system. 

(2. 4. 16) 
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(0] is the transformation matrix from the rider coordinate 

system to the vehicle coordinate system. 

[DJ =[; (2.4.17) 

[I;] is the inertia tensor of the rider about a set of axes 

through his c. g. and fixed with respect to the rider. 

and 

[r;J= 

~,~ X;x* 
:J ~;, ~~,(I;*-I:)I) 
(C40¢~ -~¢I)(I~;' -I,i.) 

(2.4.18) 

......... t/J,Ib~* 
(t:MJ~/) ~ 'IJ)(I:~-Ik) 
2 ~ ;, 4tIO,IJ (I~;. I~i) 

(2.4.19) 

[ND] is the moment acting on rider about his c. g. with 

respect to a set of axes parallel to the X, Y. Z axes of the vehicle coordina te 

system. 

(2. 4. 20) 
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The first row of the expansion of equation (~. 4. 15) yields the 

equation of motion for the rotation of the rider about his roll axis (the 

saddle). 

- CeO ¢b fb ~p 2/; +-:1P .Mi., W. +-( Z/)k'" CIOf>p ~'!f".hH., +~12 AIf/J)i. 
- (Ilxy + ~',,11 AItt~) f - (IDKI..~ C40'!p ~~fp,,,,,,,,p) f' + (If)K +f',,~/)) ~~ 
= CH ~ I/)Ki ~;p + ~ ;" II)Ie. ,. tP, - I,,,, ,. (1''1- (J~) - IDJlIICj - r~ 
.,. r D)(y I"(.-p+ ¢o) + (I,. -Ipy ) 3- ,.. - t'IO ;P('b ~s + ~J b';. + Nit, 

The Y and Z components of the reaction moment on the rider 

at the rider roll center are written below. 

Ny/) = - If)xy (-?+¢~)+ Iby ~ - I/)y! r.,. t:"o;, X;'xa (-fJ-Io ~;)~p 
+ 2 ~¢/).~ ~ (.r;r -Ip;) 1: tPD + (CH;/)-~¢,)(Z;y 
- I IJrl) I' ¢~ + rIJ)XI (-I' (-1fJ+ ¢J -1") + I~~~?1 -. IJ~?, JA 

- Ipx ~ (?+¢~) - ID~Y ~ t' + PI) ~,~ (AHp ['k() +1' i-
-~/) r ] -~/~) 

N~J = - I/)Xi (--ti+ ~~) - I Dy• ;.. + I/)~.r· +AHC ¢~ .r/)':r*(..,,~~) ¢I 
+ (GHfS,-~tP~)( Z;;, -I~;),. tPf) + Z ~?p Uo~ (I~y 
- I i: .. ) r ¢J) .- IJ)xy (-P [-p + ¢Il-;') + Ipy -1",. -I/)y~ -:PI" 
- Ipx ,.(-t'+;,)+IpJ(~1 '" -"?p~Df'ie~+~Jj-"J;']- a--,a) 
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2. 5 Translational and Rotational Degrees of Freedom of Rear 
Wheel and Frame Assembly 

The external forces on the rear wheel and frame assembly are 

the rear tire force, the reaction forces of the front fork and of the rider, 

and the weight of the rear assembly. The force balance equations for the 

rear wheel and frame in the X, Y, Z directions are given below . 

where: 

./l11.R z.(~ = FXTR - FXF - FXJ) - ~If 3' MK 9 

A+t R 1iR = F'ITIt - FYF - Fy~ "'....m R a- Coo.~ ¢ 

~R~ = ~TIt - F.F - F.t> +Aft/t ~ ~I? £60; 

(2.5.1) 

(2.5.2) 

(2.5.3) 

are the X, Y, Z components of the tire forces 

acting on the rear wheel at the ground contact point. 

The X, Y, Z components of the inertia.l acceleration of the 

c. g. of the rear wheel and frame assembly are given below. 

(2.5.4) 

VR == Vo -tJVo+r'UD-~~(I.+fJl'-x.R+ t r 1-R (2.5.5) 

WR ::. We +-(J 1/0 - r UfJ - ~ ~R + -fr ~If.- (f#I+ 8-') ~R (2.5.6) 

The equations for the reaction forces from Sections 2. 3 and 

2.4 are substituted into equations (2.5. I), (2.5.2), and (2. 5. 3) which then 

yield the equations of translational motion of the rElar wheel and frame 

assembly in the X, Y, Z directions as follows. 
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In the X direction 

In the Y direction 

~ '"'t ~ - r3 .,; + r, r+AI1F~; t!4O ~ '-/HI/) fp ~ f$p ~~ = ¥ZI + Yz~ (2.5.8) 

+ )(.U + Fyr,: + F'yr~ 

In the Z direction 

The following terms are defined to permit simplification of 

the equations of motion. 

£..hH. - A+1.F +,..-fflR +~/) -
'(, - ~F ~F +.hMR,?:.R +"""'1> '1-/> .-

Y2 = /M. F 'f F + ....",... P 'f- f) 

r3 - ~F 'b-F + /WtR 1r~ +.At1t> ~ /) -

r" :: ~~ (- tWO + t" vo - t~ B+7'1t f tZ+ ,..1] -1'11:-1' 1") 
tll = AlM.r«--(JW'fJ-rUO +t UOS~f - ~~-fJ1-1-/C 'tl") 

rl , = AA1 ~ (-...p 'Vi, + 'I Uo + r 4iIO e uo, -)./( -f I" +1~ [--fDa.,. 11) 

(2.5.10) 

(2.5.11) 

(2.5.12) 

(2.5.13) 

(2.5.14) 

(2.5.15) 

(2.5.16) 
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The moment balance equation for the rear wheel and frame 

as s embly about the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system is given 

below in matrix form. 

(2.5.17) 

[I RJ is the inertia tensor of the rear wheel and frame about 

the origin of the vehicle coordinate system. 

, 
IR1+Af1~1R 

o " I.,.'f+~~ (~;+,~) (2.5.18) 

where: 

-I,VtI-AH~'X~ 'ale o 

are the X, Y, Z moments of inertia of the rear wheel 

and frame about its c. g. 

is the X-Z product of inertia of the rear wheel and 

frame about its c. g. (Since the vehicle is assumed 

to be symmetrical about the X -Z plane, its X - Y and 

Y -Z products of inertia are zero. 

[NR] is the vector moment acting on the rear wheel and frame 

at the origin of the vehicle coordinate syst~m. 

-NXF -NK~-N1NIt+("t1-pJF'y, -.JeFYTR +AHIt~~ (tic -1''I4Jo ... ru.-~ t:.IIO tJ4Mt tl) 

~1 -NYF - Ny/) - NyW/t - (~/)-fJ) FI(D + )D FI:I> +,10 rJ(TJ( -"lit F~rlt 
t!' RJ = +A'J1~ "'~(-W. +.f'Vi-1 1.1.. -3' cnl} UO~)-Af1~'/l.(-U~+" 1V;-rv. I-J'M...S) 

-NfF -N.D- Nlw~-~,Fy/) +.,.!/fFYTIt-AtfR 't/f (Yo-..fJwo+r1J.o-a-uos~) 
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The expansion of equation (2.5. l7) results in the following 

equations of motion for rotation of the rear wheel and frame assembly about 

the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system. 

~6F C60er~F",",F-ito -("'If""'1.+ ~~~~M1F+ f~'-~]At1D) Yo + C#<J1 ~F"'-" 
. (X l Z f I 1# • & I" l' r " /WIF Wo + /tx ""'"It ",.,~ ~ ~ lip C4I'<) ~ In +A4K ~ 'Y l - ...... 61~ uoS" dclQo IF~*, 

+ [~8F~; ~F + ~'8Fl1: J ~F +~, £1;,-('"J-'"fI»..,o + (t!.IJOSF ~~ ~~ [:Z;J( 
- I;y 1 + [ ~ SF eeoSF ~P - ~l(;F ~F 1 "d'F/tt't F - C40lF~; ZF~" ) ;,- (I/(JCio 
+ 'Y-/l. 'J-It. At1~ + ~ 8p &/Jol)p f uolS Z;x +~I.' r;yJ + ~I.SF ~'IF;~ +~SF 
~ SF ~~ /l'K,: ~ ~D f ~D-PI>J ~ 1» r - C/JQ8F ~ ~(I;JCf + ~/ ~f AIt,) i + ~ (;D 
PI> (1iI>-f,)hnD = -(J 1- I~X-l + 't r (I/l.y-I~I)~ C«J9F 4.H' {J, + f!fJolt~'~z 
+ ~WR XWR - ~~ ¥21 - ~Sll '(f~ ~2f - eH6, "'F(~ ~F 'l'2 + CIJoSF ((32) -('j.; 
-'<)0) rz3 -..J.o FYT~ + C408F t-fJoS (~~F/{'TF -~;,.F;rF)- ~8,c ~S (~;~ Fx;p 

II F. I') . N" AI 
- ~F ~TF - ~ SF *F - 1V.t1> 

(3 ito - ¥, Vo + (Coo SF Mtt.' e.G Sfr~JC- IF",,] -,,-,SF~[ I;~ .. -~Fl'F/H'IF 
- I/Jxy .• '}I.~ (Jp AJ1 D)1 + (r.,.y + f'k~ + ~~J~~ .. ..-1 S X;x .... CoolS Z;y 
+ i ..... SF 1'F+ ~SF?FJ ,; '"'f - f~~F1F- eas'~FJ c.oS')!FMrFt I"y 

of ~;~p +-)0 l?~-('I)(i-c..otPpJ}.AM.D) i - (~8F~"a.orrI~JI~:r;Yl 

(2.5.20) 

+ CIIO~F ~ : I;K~ + 1F~' ~ F of' II>Y. + 1p t "i~-~.D £1- e.o "ill:""I» ... 
-(M+t.$ ZFII·+~F1F.M1F)f- (I~1Y+~.1~""~)~.o =: -\,"'fJ-r-)I/tKi (2.5.21) 

- -(JY' (I~x-Ilfi)+~ S~, - ~ ~tS~ - CI/OfJp (l'+<Jp )¢1> I'K~ + 2 ~'D 4MJ!~ 
'r~/) (Z;y-Z;!)- (CIOtP~-~ti,) rfl> (I,y-I,~)- (--fJ [1'+~/)J - y.~I'I(. 
·-ft II>Y~ - -fJr I" - V' (-p+i;)Z'K + ,rIp)(r-1t-~~, +1R. 't1l -7t-F Y3Z 

-i' ~F '(,1 - ~D~.s + (~. -p~ f/- ~~bj) r,3 +"'/0 FXTIC -.LR Fi-TR + ~ t( '1;, 
F~;, -'i~, Fy;") + t!tJt ~ (~"r, F~F - 'X.~FFIf;'F) 
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Equation of motion for rotation about the Z axis: -------------------------------

- ( ..... '8, ?pAlf,. +~,Att,)it, '*' (1' • .""",~.,.~8F -,'F MtF"'/Il.,4H~)V-1'J 
- ~8F UJo ~ -'rAltF ~ - (I~J(f +"'t.t. ~It. AftJt -M...",;, Uo' xix. +""'8, uoS~ 
! e".Z& I.e; +~ •• xF'r] +~.~1'; 1.1 Aft,. ~ (iF 14:l9F""IFAttF + rllk. 
+ ~,~, Aft,)"; -~ 8,.MNr u.S fIJ:~-IF; J +~~, f~I9F1'-~~ :t,,1 
-?F~" of- I/)y~ +~, 1-' ~p) i + (I~~ +'};AIf/t +..;... '6,[ ~.S' IlK .,.~2i 
z;rl + ~ 8, UO 8" IFk-l + f41tc~F'J~ ~F+~Is,t~l~F + I/)2 

+ [JI.,z +-1,11~') 1- +..4Mt SF ~ d (ZFKI +;t;~; -""'",) i - (Z,~i' + UO tPP 

~, f' ~D) fb = -1' ~ Z,:x+ +,~t (Ib-LA')-~~f 4#fJ f ~, -~Sr: 
,M... &~, -~.,s, (1'+4~ fS" ~;.r., - (I!#O /J,~~,,) t~/) (I,i-X'l) 
- 2 ~~ Uo~ r;, (Z,y-I/)I)+(-fJl--fJ"'4J-'")--fJI.Ijy+..,,~Ipy~ 
~ 1- (tJ.,. tiD) I'k - r'" IIIJ(~ -"'1't:4)~ IW/f + ~If cr" • ~ BF ~; )2, -~ SF 

.AfF ~ 8,. r,z + U'O 1I,~.u) + ~o <Yu - ~P r;S ..,. ~~ Fyrlt - ~ SF .. , (1;F F~ 
I, co I, ). . r /. • r- " " ~ #I ) Al '1 -1TF ''lTF +.4ftc SF ......... d \. ';TF rxrF - 1'TI' r*" - GtIf18F IY I'F 

where: 
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2. 6 Tire Forces 

The inclination angles and slip angles of the front and rear 

wheels are determined so that tire forces and moments at the ground contact 

points may be calculate<4 Figure 2.4. 

The direction cosines in the space fixed coordinate system 

of the normal to the front wheel plane are found below. The elements of 

the right-most :matrix repres ent the direction cosines of the normal to the 

wheel plane in vehicle coordinate system. 

where: 

~ O(YWF - ......... & t:.fIOSF 

CmJ ~YWF = [A] CO'O , (2.6.1) 

are the direction cosines of the normal 

to the front wheel plane with respect to the 

X', Y', Z' axes of the space fixed 

coordinate system. 

The inclination angle of the front wheel with respect to the 

ground, ¢F ,is the angle between the wheel plane and a plane perpendicular 

to the ground plane and having the same line of inters ection with the ground 

plane as the wheel plane. 
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where: 

are the direction cosines of the normal to 

the ground plane with respect to the X', yl, 

Z I axes of the spac e fixed coordinate system. 

Since flat level ground is assumed, the normal to the ground plane is vertical 

and OH r:.(G = () , C-H Ill) = () > ~ cY't;. = J. 

therefore (2.6.3) 

The direction cosines in the space fixed coordinate system of 

the normal to the rear wheel plane are found below. 

C#J ~ '1wlf. = [A] I 

UO Y'IwR 0 
(2. 6. 4) 

Again as suming flat level ground, the inclination angle of the rear wheel with 

respect to the ground, <PR ' may be express ed as follows. 

(2.6.5) 

The slip angle is the angle in the ground plane between the 

heading vector of the wheel and the velocity vector of the ground contact 

point. Since the ground plane is parallel to the X'-Y' plane of the space 

fixed coordinate system, the heading angle is the angle between the X, axis 

and the line of inters ection of wheel plane and the ground plane. 
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Thus the front and rear wheel heading angles, ifF and Cf'~, 

are as follows. 

ifF = ~ (- Cttto Ol'tW~/~'YW~) 

'fR = ~ ~ ~o(yw~/u.#"f~) 
(2.6.6) 

(2. 6. 7) 

Assuming that changes in the rolling radii of the front and rear 

wheels are negligible, the velocity components ( "'U.F) V"F ) WF and 

) along the X, Y, Z axes of points located at the front and 

rear wheel ground contact points, but fixed in the vehicle coordinate system, 

are given below. 

"KF • ')( • .,.. ".i.(J (2.6.8) 

U~ = "Uo + ,.1(J (2.6.9) 

lI",c: - 110 - ~,lo + ,..,fF (2.6.10) -
~ == '1r,; - -pA. + ~.£~ (2.6.11) 

lVF = 7.4.1'"0 -,'t...iF (2.6.12) 

~ - ~- 't~~ (2.6.13) -

The components in the space fixed coordinate system of the 

velocity vectors of the front and rear wheel ground contact points are found 

below. 
, 

'UF 

I 

Y,e = (2. 6. 14) 

, 
10r 
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, 
"Uff 

, 
1r~ -- [A] ~ (2.6.15) 

, 
"Wi 

Since the ground plane is parallel to the XI - Y I plane of the 

space fixed coordinate system, the angle between the XI axis and the velocity 

vectors of the front and rear wheel ground contact points in the ground plane 

may be found as follows. 

as follows. 

fVF = ~ (VF' /'U~ ) 
lfllR = ~ (~' /"U.'~) 

(2.6.16) 

(2. 6. 17) 

The front and rear wheel slip angles may now be expressed 

~F - ifF' - i.fVF 

e>( It = if R. - '!'VI( 

(2.6.18) 

(2.6.19) 

The normal load on a tire is assumed to be equal to the radial 

stiffnes s of the tire times the deflection of the tire section in the direction 

normal to the ground, Figure 2. 5. 

, 
The elevation of the front wheel center above the ground, 'J-WF' 

is given by the following equation. 

I 

~~ Zw, "¥.wF 
I iD + [A] 1"'" - "a' fAIT -

I 

~~ '}WF 1 ""F 

(2.6.20) 
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where 

are XI, yl, Z I coordinates of the origin of the 

bicycle coordinate system. 

are the location of the front wheel center in the 

bicycle coordinate system. 

, 
')c WF 

= [5] I 1'WF (2.6.21) 
t 

~W' 

Thus from Figure 2. 5 it can be seen that the deflection of the 

tire section is: 

(2.6.22) 

The elevation of the rear wheel center above the ground, 

is given by the following equation. 

, 
~Wlt ~~ .£t , , 

+ [A] 1 W R. - q-IJ a - (2. 6. 23) , 
~'D ,,/rRw ~w~ 

and 

(2.6. 24) 

The normal forces (normal to the ground plane) on the front 

and rear tires a.re given below. 

FNF :: KT' II ~ 

FNR = KT Ll~ 
30 

(2.6.25) 

(2.6.26) 
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If a wheel is not in contact with the ground ( A F or ~R is 

zero or negative), the normal force is zero; thus all the tire forces and 

moments are zero for that wheel. 

The tire rolling resistance force is assumed to be proportional 

to tire normal load. Thus the circumferential force on the front and rear 

tires is as follows. 

FeF = K tit FNF 

Fc~ = Kltll FNR 

(2.6.27) 

(2.6.28) 

These circumferential force vectors lie along the line of intersection of the 

ground plane and the corresponding wheel plane. 

The side forces on the front and rear tires are expres s ed by 

the following approximate relationships. 

~F=: FNF(KO(I O(F'+- Ko(l 0(: S6NOfF +K~I ~F + k¢l tfJ: .sSN~F) (2.6.29) 

FSIf = FNIf (KO(I O(R + Ko<2.~: SSNO<It + K¢I tiR + 1:41 f! SSN4>~) (2.6 .. 30) 

where 

KO<I)Ko(2. are tire characteristics relating side force and 

slip angle. 

are tire characteristics relating side force and 

inclination angle. 

indicates the term has the sign of OfF or other 

corresponding angle. 
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The side force vectors lie in the ground plane and are perpendicular 

to the circumferential force vectors. 

In order to transform the front tire force components into the 

bicycle coordinate system and the front fork coordinate system, the direction 

cosines of these force vectors must be mathematically defined. The direction 

components in the space fixed coordinate system of the line of inters ection 

of the front wheel plane (direction cosines: ~ 0( YWP ) t!tto~'IWF) /!,II<J fyw~) 

and the ground plane (direction cosines: 0, 0, 1) are found by taking the 

vector cross-product of the normals to these two planes. 

a. eF = ~ ~ 'fIAlF (2.6.31) 

h CF = - dMJ O(YWF (2. 6. 32) 

-- () (2.6.33) 

The direction cosines in the space fixed coordinate system of the front 

circumferential force are: 

&nJ IJ(C.F = 
uo £YWfI 

-V~I o(Y/IIII' ... ue'(ly""" (2.6.34) 

('AO ~eF = - U'O ~~W" (2.6.35) -Vu.a-<yw, + (J#4&(1'1WI' 

~ ref - 0 (2. 6. 36) -
The direction components in the space fixed coordinate system 

of front side force vector ( a.SF) bSF ~ CSF ) are given by taking the 

vector cross -product of the normal to the ground plane and the unit vector 

in the direction of the front circumferential force vector. 
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(2.6.37) 

(2.6.38) 

CSF = 0 (2. 6. 39) 

The direction cosines of the front side force vector in the space fixed 

coordinate system are: 

t!iJO o<.$F = ",I I~ ,c.'Of 'fw~ t e.. f" 'I"" 
(2.6.40) 

C#(j~ YW~ 
(2.6.41) 

(2.6.42) 

Thus the front tire force components in the X, Y, Z directions of the bicycle 

coordinate system are: 

FXTF 

F'Irt: = 
Fa-rF 

[AJ
T 

FeF C#o~'F + FSF CIO~SF 

FNF 

(2.6.43) 

The components in the X", Y", Z" directions of the front fork 

coordinate system are: 

" FI(TF 

" ::. [s] T FYT~ (2. 6. 44) 

H 

F~TF 
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The components of the rear tire forces in the bicycle coordinate 

system are simply expressed by the following equations. 

FxTIt. - Fe", - (2.6.45) 

FyrR. ::. Fslt CtJO fR + FN~ ~ ;~ (2.6.46) 

F .. r( - - F~1t ~ ;t, + FNR c;o ;R (2. 6. 47) -

In order to accurately compute the moment of the front tire 

forces about the steer axis, it is necessary to determine the location of the 

ground contact point in the front fork coordinate system. 

The ground contact point is defined as the point of intersection 

of the wheel plane, the ground plane, and the plane passing through the wheel 

center which is perpendicular to the ground plane and wheel plane. 

The equations for thes e three planes in the front fork coordinate 

systern are respectively: 

(2. 6. 48) 

(2.6.49) 

(2.6.50) 

where: 

~o«(J.It, ~~QI") t.iOrce· are the direction cosines of the normal to the 

ground plane with respect to the X", ylI, Z" 

axes of the front fork coordinate system. 
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~ O(Qi" 

~ f3s~~ 

to-o ~ ... " 

= [5] or 
~;~tf+ Lt1Otf;~tf uo" 
- uo9J~;+ ~f/J~(J~ 'I 

~(J4MJ;; 

(2.6.51) 

Where the right matrix represents the direction cosines of the normal to 

the ground plane with respect to the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate 

system, from Equation (2.1.1). 

~ 0( c:. , ~ ~c:" ) ~ rc'" are the direction cosines of the line of 

intersection of the wheel plane and the ground 

plane with res pect to the X", Y", Z" axes. 

~v.,· 
Ceo tKc:· = Vc...&o<,.,..,. uoa~CI" (2.6.52) 

~ ~tJ· = 0 (2.6.53) 

~ ~clt 
- ~o(6'" -- VCIJO' C< •• " + _aru' (2.6.54) 

Thus the coordinates of the ground contact point in the front fork coordinate 
It 

" I, system ( %rF.) "dr,. ) ,.TF are given by the following equation. 

-I 
If 

~TF 0 I 0 "F ~~.~" 
If 

~ &(6.- Ux1~, .... Uo ~~.+ 
, 

"'tTF - -~o - (2.6.55) 

" 
Ut:J ~." 1/ " *bTF U-I rx .'t () itwF UoO(~· +'WF UOrc • 
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2. 7 Matrix Equation of Motion 

Figure 2.6 shows the equations of motion which have been 

developed in Sections 2. 1 through 2.6 as a single matrix equation of motion 

for the eight coupled degrees of freedom of the bicycle model. 
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-G45'F,s,n ~(t;F~;""-~;'~;Fr.tm'F N;F -Nu 

-if' .1_ r')r
NU 

- P r{fNK -£"'1) r ~/f"I6ft, -cos Str. 

-cos ~p (p ,.~;}~.., r;u +--2 Sin "1C6S'I'~ (z;y-I;;I) 

-(cO' ..,,-~n¢,),.¢.(I;,-I;,)+"'{.p+i,I-r')I, .. 
-P'!~YZ -p.,.~z - r(?""'F:)ID1( """rI,t1ry' - f".('1J, 

+- 'If 1'" -'LF 1J..t r TFTI2 - 'L.., 1J., ""</,,. & [I-cos ,,-J) T" dl. F
kT.4' 

-lN~TIi'''' $mJ(Y;F F,;,-,;,F ;",)~UJs &(,~,~; ... -Z'~F,~ ... j 

-,.,. ~/(~ .. ",(~x -~y) - 51"&,.... cos ~)J, -31"~ .,,,6~ .. 
-sm ,pc,.+¢,) ¢.I;',-~, _, -Sm pl.), ~tl;y -I;.) 

-2 SN> ~ C4S tP/¢.er; -~;)1p (I"i.l-') -,.,I""+rI ,,,. 

+-,. (1'+ ,:)IDX -f rI".,- Pt.J.I.",1 + ::r'<t'A, +-31"4-,; 1',;., 

:$/,,8,. YF ~/f1~ 7,1, +cos&, 16.2)" r.., 12, -!III 7" ... ..t"F YT"" 

-s.n~~a(y; ... ~~- J;,Jy; ... )~$I"8,.:JIJ'1~;,r.~, -x;".r';,)-c.f., "w" 
9- "'{r" ,.8")I ;x# -pK,.K(r;x -I ;y}- ~; (cos 8F sm8 T,.t - cos81';u 

-sin OF t.m8 TJ2 ~ e F ;rF -I' - wFIWF ".N;F 

cos. ¢pI;H' ¢~ "5m~I;u r¢~ -IOI<z,!(p .. ~)-IIIYI(,"-rJl) 
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3.0 DIGITAL COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 

The simulation program, consisting of seven subroutines, uses 

approximately 110 K bytes of core storage and requires about 6 seconds of 

CPU time per second of problem time when run on an IBM 360-65 computer. 

The output processor program useS approximately 160 K bytes of core 

storage and requires about 5 seconds of CPU time per run. The total cost 

of both the simulation and output processor programs is approximately 

seven dollars per problem. 

Forty-four input data are required by the simulation program. 

These data include dimensions, weights, moments of inertia, tire side force 

coefficient, initial conditions, etc. Figure 3. 1 is a listing of typical input 

data. 

The digital computer bicycle simulation program basically 

consists of the application of a modified Runge-Kutta step-by-step procedure 

to integrate equations of motion developed in Section 2. The integration 

step size is variable although a value of 0.01 second is generally used. With 

a step size of 0.01 second, solutions up to 10 seconds duration (problem 

time) may be obtained. Solution output is obtained from a separate output 

processor program which can produce time histories of as many as 36 

variables (bicycle translational and angular positions, velocities, accelerations, 

and tire force components, etc.) in both printed and plotted format. 

The characteristic dimensions of the bicycle for simulation 

program input are shown in Figure 3. 2 and defined in Table 3. 1. 
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SI~ULATION STUDY nF 81CYCLE OESIGN PA~l~ETFR CHANGES 27JUN'71 
1511 STANDARD 81CYCLE wIH' 102 LB. RInER SPEED' 15 ~PH 

WHFFlR4C:;F (TN. 

TnTAl WFIGHT nF ~ICYCLF fl~' 

LOCATInN OF TOTAL ~rCYCLF e.G. 
FnRwARO nF RFAR W~FFl CE~TFR ftN' 

L~rATI~~ OF TOTAL ~ICVClE e.G. 
A8~V~ GRnUNO ('~I 

QnLl ~OMr~T nF 'NE~TIA OF THE TOT4l RICVClE 
AenlJT AXIS TI-fJHllJr.H TOTAL e.G. fl8-r'4-SEC ~o, 

PITfH IIoIInllollFNT OF IN[~T'A nF THF TOTAL RICVClE 
ftRQtJr Al(rS H-tRnUr.H rnToU e.G. flR-P~-SEC 501 

Y4W '''In''E~T m: INERT ra, IF THE HlTAl BICYCLE 
ARnUl AXIS THRf)Ur,H TOTA,l e.G. (LR-IN-SEC sa) 

~nl.L-vA.W pRnrlUrT OF P~EQT IA ()F THE TDTll ~rCYClF 

ABDUl I\XIS THR()Ur;H fl"HAL C.r.. (lB-IN-SFC 501 

WErr.HT f")F FRrll'llT FORI( I\$SFIIoIIRlY 

IFOR:K.WHFEl ,ANn HA~[;lE HARS I, (LRI 

DEQPpmICUlAR n''iTA''ICE FRO'" e.G. r")F FJ.('1f..1T 
~OQK A'iSEMRlY Tn STFFR AxiS (I~' 

DJ'lTA"Il(F PARAllEl Tn STEFR: AXIS FROM r:.r.. nF 
l=R,n'.lT !=r'}QK t\,'lSEloiItHY Tn FRONT WHFEL CPHFIOI I IN' 

R:nlL MOMFNT n!= I~FRTIA OF FRONT F~R~ 

a,S,)F.IoIIHlY AR~lJT A!I,j AXIS PEQPENorCUlAR TI") THE 
<;TEER AXIS THR"lJf~H (.G. OF 4,)SF"'1RlY IlB-IN-Sf( 501 

PITCH "'1nIollENT OF INFRrlA of FR~NT FOR~ 

ASSI=MSlY AS'llJT 4'4 A):1 S THROuGH THE e.G. 
ru: THE t\,SSF~RlY (l~-IN-SFC 'Si.J1 

YAW MOMHH nF ,,,,I=RTlA elF FRONT FORI( 
ASS(IIo1RI Y A,RnUT THE t:;lFFR AXIS ILS-IN-SEC SQ) 

Q~Ll-YAW PR~nUCT OF INERTIA, OF FRONT 
FORK ASSE.~IY ARGUT AN AxIS THROUGH 
HiE C.G. OF THf AS5Fp.ilBlV (LR-rN-SEC 501 

INITIU X LOCATION 1FT I 

I~ fT fA L V lnCATlnN f F 1"1 

INITIAL YAW 4NGlE I DEG, I 

INI T I AL f()Rw4Rrl VELOC fTy (MPH' 

MAxIMU" ROLL A~r.L E IOEGI 

"4X I ft4U'" PATH DfSTA'IICE I FT I 

--'AXIMUIotI SI.ULATION rr"4f I SFC I 

r~TEGR:ATrON TJ"'1E I'IICRf:"'1ENT I SEn 

41.50 

18.05 

7Q.76 

2S.70 

-1.62 

11.40 

1. SO 

-0.32 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

15.00 

60.00 

70.00 

0.50 

0.01 

MAK'liIItjJill 51"UlATln!'4 TIME FXCEEDED, CO"'PUTATlO~ TER'4INA'ED 

rnTAl SP4ULATTON TI/IIIIF::: O.'HO 

wrIGHT OF ~IOER IL81 

LOCATION OF RIDER C.G. FORWARD 
OF REAR WHEEL CENTER IINI 

HFIGHT OF RIOFR C.G. ABOVE GROU~O IINI 

HEIGHT OF SADOLE AROVE GROUND liN. 

ROLL ~O"FNT nF INERTIA OF RIDER ABOUT 
AN AXIS THROUGH HIS C.G. IL~-IN-SEC sal 

PITCH Mn~E~T nF I~E.TIA OF ~IOER ABOUT 
A~ AXIS THROUGH HIS C.G. ILR-IN-SEC ~ol 

YAW MO"ENr OF I~ERTIA OF RIDER A80UT 
A~ ~xrs THRflUGH HIS c.G. ItB-IN-SEC SQ' 

.~LL-YAW PROOUCT OF INERTIA OF RIOER ABnuT 
A~ AXIS TH.nUG~ HIS C.G. ILR-IN-SEC SOl 

rAsrER A~GLE nF THE srFE~ AXIS IDEGI 

FnRK IlFF5ET (IN) 

UNnfFl~CTE~ WHEEL ROLll~G RADIUS (INI 

TIRE SECTIO~ WIDTH IINI 

PADIAL STIFFNESS I)f TIRE ILR/INI 

SPIN MO"ENT OF INERTIA nF THE FRONT 
""FFL IL8-IN-SEC Sal 

SPIN MOMFNr Of INERTIA OF T~E AFAR 
WHEFL ILB-iN-SEC S~I 

FIRST AND ~ECONO ~ROER COEFFICIENTS RELATING 
TIRE SIDE FORCE ANO ~lIP ANr,tE 

FI.sr AND SEcn," ORDER COEFFICIENTS .ELATI~G 
TIRE SIDF FORCE AND INCLINATION ANGLE 

COEFFICIE~T nF POLLING RFSISrANCE IlB/Lql 

AFRODVNA~IC DRAr, cnEFFICIENT (lB/MPH-SQ' 

Figure 3.1 TYPICAL INPUT DATA FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 

102.00 

11.10 

46.60 

H.lD 

1 A. 40 

0.0 

2i. DO 

i.l'1r:J 

1tO.OO 

1.16 

0.32 
0.02 

0.01 
0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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Figure 3.2 CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSIONS OF BICYCLE FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION INPUT 



w = 

LT = 

hT = 

£D = 

hD = 

hS = 

,iF = 

= 

8
F = 

of = 

rW = 

s = 

Table 3. 1 

Characteristic Dimensions of Bicycle for 

Computer Simulation Input 

wheelbase 

location of total bicycle c. g. forward of rear wheel center 

height of total bicycle c. g. above ground 

location of rider c. g. forward of rear wheel center 

height of rider c. g. above ground 

height of saddle above ground 

perpendicular distance from c. g. of front fork ass embly 

to steer axis 

distance parallel to steer axis from c. g. of front fork 

ass embly to front wheel center 

caster angle of the steer axis 

fork offset 

undeflected wheel rolling radius 

tire section width 
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Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are typical printed lists of the 36 

output variables. The order in which these output variables is presented is 

determined by input control data to the output processor program. Plotted 

output variables and scale factors are also controlled by the output processor 

prog ram, Figure 3. 6. Abbreviations and definitions of output variables are 

given in Table 3.2. 
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Sf~ULtr.Tln'\j STIJnV flF lICVClE Of SIGN DAOA~ETEP (HA~r,E') ?7JU~' 71 

~rG~DA~U ~ICYCLf wrr.~ IO? LR. RIDf' C;DFFD I'} ,",PH '''7, 

Tl~( flIC;TA,t'II(F >TR A"r, RilR pf1LL STI-{ rr: R(J R OR FIRQ y VFl~CITY R'lLl VEH SLIP YAW VEL LA T ACC 

S C( • Ff • OEG. I)F:;. L fl. r ~. L ~. IN. FT. ~ T • MPH I)FG. IlEG. DEG/SEC G'S 

O. DOC 0. l O.J 'J. J O.J 0.0 f).O 0.0 15.00 O. a 0.0 0.0 0.00 

0.01e 0.?? r.I]':-' J. OJ 2.00 -0.27 0.22 -0.flO 1~.OO -0.00 -0.00 -0.02 -0.00 

0.020 J.44 u."l i).OO 4.00 -1.22 0.44 -0.00 15.00 -1).00 -O.OIJ -0.05 -0.00 

r. ~"),O n .~'-, o. '::i j IJ. J~) h. on -4.3"1 O.6t- -O.OJ 15.00 - ()~ co -0.00 -c.OB 0.00 

0.04('" J.~!'" 0.Y: - ,J. IlU '.00 -15. h~ O.Fl>:l -0.00 15.00 0.00 O.OJ -0. n -0.00 

0.050 1.1 C O.IL -(J.C!) 10. no -57.43 1.10 -0.00 15.00 0.00 0.04 -0.35 -0.02 

a.OM I.~? r. It, -O.IB 12. or -171.04 1.32 -0.00 15.00 O. OJ 0.12 -0.95 -O.O~ 

0.070 1.54 0.24 - (J. 01 14.00 -241.75 1.54 -0.00 15.00 0.05 0.15 -0.6/, -0.11 

0.080 1.16 0.35 -J.IO 16. 00 -255.16 1.16 -0.00 15.00 0.0'1 0.12 -0.08 -0 .O~ 

0.090 1. '·H~ 0.48 -0.11 l~.OO -277.15 I. q~ -0.00 15.00 0.12 0.12 0.39 -0.05 

0.1 DC 2.20 0.54 -0.11 20.00 -293.51 2.20 -0.00 15.00 0.14 0.13 0.'110 -0.02 

0.110 2.~? O.~I -0.10 22.00 -301.18 2.42 -0.00 14. '1'1 0.15 0.16 1.60 0.02 

0.120 2.64 1.01 -0.0" 24. on -319.74 2.64 0.00 14.'1'1 0.17 0.20 2.40 0.05 

0.130 2.% 1.21 -J.n 26.00 -329.93 2.Ro 0.00 14.'19 0.17 0.25 ].31 0.08 

0.140 3.0~ 1.43 -0.05 2".00 -3B.M 3.0" 0.00 14. '1'1 0.17 0.11 10.32 DolO 

0.150 3. 30 1.65 -0.07 30.00 -34,1).2Q 1.30 0.00 14.'19 0.16 0.18 5.41 0.12 

0.160 3.52 I.RR 0.00 30.00 -352.AB 1.52 0.01 14. '1'1 0.14 0.44 6.59 0.14 

O. 170 3.74 2. II 0.01 30.00 -35A.64 3.74 0.01 14.'1'1 0.12 0.51 7.86 0.16 

O.IAO 3. 1l 6 2.33 0.05 30.00 -363.56 3.'16 0.01 14.'1'1 0.08 0.58 '1.1~ 0.17 

0.100 4.1 A 2.5' cl.OR 30. 00 -367.75 4.ltl 0.02 14.9'1 0.04 0.64 10.53 O.IA 

G.200 4.40 2.71, 0.10 JO.OO -371.25 4.40 0.02 14.90 -0.02 0.69 11.87 O.lS 

a.no 4.~? 2. Q
" Q.12 24. CC -373.6'1 4.b2 0.03 14.'18 -0.0'1 0.7J n.21o 0.19 

0.220 4. A4 3.11 J.14 I e. DO -314.15 4~A4 IJ.O~ 14.q~ -I). 17 0.7;:; ilt.65 OolA 

~ 
0.230 5.06 3.23 O.lh 12.00 -314.17 5.06 0.04 14.q~ -0.26 O.~O 16.02 0.16 

W 
0.240 5.28 3.29 O. I q 6.00 - 3 71.62 5.2B 0.05 14.'1B -0. J6 0.81 I1.ZIo 0.12 

0.250 5.50 3. 2 ~ 0.1 0 o. 00 -3Q.10 5.50 0.06 14.'18 -0.4" o.n 19.24 0.08 

0.260 0,.17 3.27 a.p 0.0 - 361.12 5.72 0.07 14. '17 -0.60 0.73 IB.88 0.02 

0.270 5.1)4 3.10 0.20 a.a -354.2'1 5.94 O.OA 14. '11 -0.14 0.63 19.09 -0.04 

0.2"0 6. 16 2.96 J.IO C.O -347.10 6.15 0.0'1 14.91 -0. AO 0.50 IA.93 -0.09 

O.2"lQ ~.3Q 2.1'1 0.19 C.O -340.00 6.31 0.10 14.'16 -1.05 0.33 18.45 -0.13 

0.300 6.50 2.61 O.IA 0.0 -333.5B 6.59 0.11 14. 9~ -1.72 0.14 11.110 -0.16 

C.310 6.01 2.43 O. [7 0.0 -377.74 6.51 0.12 14.'16 -1.40 -0.06 16.86 -0.1'1 

0.320 7.01 2.25 J.lh 0.0 -322.44 1.01 0.13 14.'15 -1.5R -0.21 15.87 -0.20 

n.330 1.20, 2.07 0.15 O.V -317.61 7.25 0.13 14.95 -1.7" -0. loB 110.81 -0.20 

0.340 1.47 I.QG 0.14 0.0 -313.2 1 7.47 0.14 14.95 -1.<18 -J.6'1 13.13 -0.21 

0.3'0 7.~q [.73 0.12 0.0 -309.15 7.6'1 0.15 14.'14 -2.20 -0.'10 12.61 -0.20 

0.160 7.ol 1.5' 0.11 0.0 -305.31 7.'11 O.I~ 14.°4 -2.42 -1.10 11.55 -0.20 

0.310 ".13 1.3'., 0.10 0.0 -301.62 8. I 3 0.17 14.94 -2.64 -1.29 10.41 -0.20 

0.1 AO A.15 1.22 0.09 0.0 -29A.21 d.35 OolA 14.'14 -2.8B -1.48 '1.100 -0.20 

0.3'10 A.57 1.05 (}.OR C.I) -2<14.'13 d.56 0.11 14.9] - 3. 17 -1.67 8.310 -0.21 

0.400 '1. 7 '1 O.~" 0.01 O. u -rn.76 J.I.7 Q 0.20 14.93 -3.37 -1.85 7.28 -0.21 

C.410 9.;)1 0.71 0.06 G.O -2A8.77 q.OO 0.20 14. qJ -3.62 -2.02 6.22 -0.20 

C.420 9.ll 0.54 0.05 0.0 -2 A 5. 7 'i 9.22 0.21 14.93 - 3. BA -2.20 5.16 -0.20 

C.430 ~ .44 0.17 0.04 0.0 -2 0 2. n ~.44 0.22 14.'13 -4.14 -2.37 4.10 -0.20 

0.440 9.f,,.., 0.10 ,J. 0 3 O. ,) -279.A3 '>.66 0.23 14.'13 -4.41 -2.53 3.04 -0.20 

0.45(' q.'i q 0.02 J. Q2 0.0 -2"16.77 9.AJ:l o.n 14.93 -4.6~ -2.?<1 1.9A -0.20 

0.461) 10.10 -0.15 0.01 0.0 -273.65 10.10 0.24 14.93 -4.'1h -2.84 0.91 -0.21 

>-<: 0.470 10.32 -0.3? -0. OJ 0.0 -270.50 10.32 0.24 14.'13 -5.21 -3.00 -0.11 -0.21 

!l> 
O.4QO 10. "')4 -0.4, -0.01 0.0 -l'7.39 10.54 0.25 14.'13 -5.S7 -3.14 -1.25 -0.21 

C.4'"lQ 10.76 -O.6 fJ -0.02 0.0 -264.23 10. 7~ 0.15 14.'13 -5.AO -3.2'> -2ol4 -0.21 

I 
W 
0 
0"-
W , 

Figure 3.3 TYPICAL PRINTOUT FROM COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAM 
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5IMUlATIO~ STUDY ~. !nrv(1 F nf~r~N PAQa~FTFP (~ANr,F~ ?! JU >J' .., 1 

STA~DA"n BICYClF .IT~ 10Z I H. RIOEI{ SPFfO • 15 MPH (~ 11 

T I "E PATY PAn OrT(H YAw Q"ll V~L DTCH VFL yo. VEL '(!J W ",r,,~ Fr"F/TNF TSFIT~F TSFPI TNF T TFPITNF 

Sf(. FT. I~. f)f:~. nFG. DE r;/ <; EC nEr.ISFC DFGISrc t R. FT. 

0.000 ••••••••• -2~.1r.., 0.10 voOf) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.12 O.~ 0.0 0.0 

0.010 ')115l.44 -lA. "'1-., o. 10 -f) .. 00 -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0 .. tQ 0.3? 0.00 0.00 0.00 

O.OZO 1r;6~6.")A -2A.7A 'J. 1 ':1 -Oa uo -i .. 05 0.01 -O.O'S 0.77 () .. ~? I) .00 0.00 0.00 

o. n 30 21135.98 - 26.76 ) .. 10 -0.00 -0.19 0.01 -O.OR 2.41 O. 32 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.040 51-..3,.'17 -?A.11, 0.10 -0.00 -0.11 0.00 -0.13 ".16 0.32 O.O? 0.02 0.00 

O. O~O 1272 .lQ - 26.76 J.ID -0.00 -7.nA -0.01 -0. 3~ 29. 2 ~ 0.32 0.10 0.10 0.00 

0.060 4n~ .. 79 - 26.71, O.IC O. 00 -1.9~ -0.01 -0.01, 81.01 0.17 0.28 0.28 0.00 

0.0 7 0 312 .. r)f.. - 26 .. 76 0.10 0.01 -10.5 7 -0.01 -0.61 QIi.t16 0.32 0.15 O. ]5 0.00 

0.0"0 341.40 -26.76 0.10 0.03 - 10.42 -0.01 -0.\0 01. OR 0.32 0.12 0.32 0.00 

0.090 3~".03 - 76.16 0.10 o. 05 -10.93 -0.02 0.31 00.16 0.32 O.H 0.31 0.00 

0.100 38'5.?C -26.76 0.10 0.07 - ll. 35 -0.03 0.92 89.A1 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.00 

0.110 4IZ.RC -21,.76 0.10 I} .. 10 -ll. R4 -0.04 1.58 q9.61 0.32 0.29 0.29 0.00 

0.120 43~.q4 - 2~. 76 0.10 0.14 -\2.39 -0.05 2.31 8~.51 0.32 0.29 0.29 0.00 

0.130 ~60.""7 - 26.76 O.I~ O. I" - 12.00 -0.06 3.28 89.56 0.12 0.2R 0.18 0.00 

0.14r 478.H -26.76 0.10 0.24 -13.66 -0.0' 4.29 80.58 0.32 0.28 0.28 0.00 

0.1 C::O 402.6° - 26.76 O. to D.31 -14.40 -0.04 ,).3q H.62 0.32 0.21 0.21 0.00 

C.160 '>07.71 - 26.76 0.10 0.38 -15.20 -0.03 6.57 q9. 53 0.32 0.27 0.21 0.00 

o. I 70 ")14.01\ - 26. 1" 0.10 J.41 -16.0R -0.02 7."1 80.25 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.00 

0.1 aO ,)IJ.74 -26. n 0.10 0.5R -\7.04 -0.03 Q.l'5 RA.12 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.00 

O. 190 4QQ.,,>1 -26.16 ~. 10 0.70 -IA.OI, -0.05 10.50 R8.02 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.00 

C.?OD 4C1.').l)l - 2"-:. 7h 0. I,) o. '33 -1r}.14 -O.C~ II. 84 81.15 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.00 

0.210 46'.'3 -26.76 1 .. 1,) 0:97 -20_2~ -0.10 13.21 q,).78 v. :J~ 0.25 0.25 0.01 

0.2 >r 442.9,", -26.76 1.10 I. 13 -21.45 -0.11 14.61 R 3.70 0.32 0.25 0.25 0.01 

0.230 404.3f- - 21,.16 0.10 I. 30 -22.64 -0.12 15. Q q ~1.04 0.3Z 0.26 0.26 0.01 

0.240 1',2.27 -26.76 0.10 1.48 -23.R2 -O.ll 11.20 71.91, 0.32 0.26 0.26 0.01 

~ 0.250 323. OR - 26.76 0.10 I. ,,7 -'24.07 -0.14 I R. 10 14.67 0.32 0.27 0.21 0.01 

~ 0.260 2" 5. 36 - 2".76 0.10 1. ~7 -2~.09 -0.17 I g. R 3 71.77 0.32 0.28 0.28 0.01 

0.210 25A.1Z -26.76 0.\0 ?Oq -11.11 -o.n 19.04 69.11 0.31 0.2A 0.28 0.01 

r. 2 qO 240.0J - 26. 76 0.10 2.2" - 2R. 20 -0.30 IR.B7 t,CI..40 0.11 0.2~ 0.29 0.01 

0.290 229.14 - 2'>. 7t.. 0.10 2.48 -20.1A -0.3A 1 Q. 3q 61.70 0.11 0.30 0.30 0.01 

r.300 221.75 -26.7" O. II 2.6R - 10.12 -0.46 17.61 67.70 0.31 0.10 0.30 0.01 

C.310 217.74 - 26 .15 O.ll 2.87 - 31.0 1 -0.51 16.79 6R.07 0.11 O.ll 0.31 0.00 

0.120 lI6.61 - 26. 7 '\ O. II 3.04 -ll.90 -0.55 I".AO 6R.n O.H 0.31 0.31 0.00 

O.BO 217.51 -26.7') O.ll J.71 -32.73 -0.5R 14.14 69.64 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.00 

0.140 219.a7 - 26.7" 0.10 3.37 -)3 .52 -0.60 13.65 70. 7~ 0.32 0.12 0.32 0.00 

0.350 2 n-"4 -26. 74 0.10 3. 5\ -34.2" -0.67 12 .5'> 72.04 0.32 0.13 0.33 0.00 

0.360 725.Rr - 26.74 0.10 3.65 - '5.00 -0.64 11.47 71.42 0.32 O.ll 0.33 0.00 

0.310 ?2A.34 -26.1l 0.10 3.17 -'5."" -0.65 10.1" 14.80 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.00 

0.3"0 2 30.3/, -Z6.71 v.lO l. q". - 36.32 -0.64 Q. Jl 76.26 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.01 

0.390 ? l? .411 -n.7? 0.10 j.9? - J6.97 -0.62 8.25 71.61 0.32 0.3~ 0.3" 0.01 

0.400 234." I - 26. 71 'J. I J 4.08 -31.4 7 -0.5. 1. 10 70.0R 0.32 0.3" 0.35 0.01 

0.410 2 37.71 -26.11 J.IO 4.lh -,~ .QR -0.5~ 6. I 3 qO.52 0.32 0.36 0.3b 0.01 

O.42(J 241.1 ') -26.7J O.lJ 4.23 -3M.45 -0.53 5.01 81.AO 0.32 0.36 0.36 0.01 

0.4",1) 244.l6 - 26.1,0 o. Ie 4.7 0 - .;\I~. ~1 -0. "2 4.01 i3.2 J 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.01 

0.440 247.21 -26.6" 0.1'1 4.34 - 39.21 -0.51 2.94 A4.51 0.32 O.H 0.37 0.02 

(1.4 "r; 249. 71 -2b.'>1 J.lO 4. 3R -3<1.62 -ll.4A I. A 7 ~15. 71 J.32 O.3~ 0.18 0.02 

0.460 ~ <;2.0" -2h. hI, 0.10 4.40 -1~.o3 -0.42 O.AO ~6. q.; 0.32 0.3~ 0.38 0.02 

C.41C ? ')4-.A 0 -26.6' ').10 4.42 - 40.21 -0.3l -0.27 aA. 15 'l.32 Q.39 0.39 0.02 

>-<: 
0.4Re 7"1.83 -16.64 0.00 4.41 -40.4') -0.21 -1.3" qo. 58 0.32 O.H 0.39 0.02 

~ 
O.4()O 161.62 -76.62 0.0 Q li.47 - 40. 65 -0.07 -2.47 91.14 O.B 0.40 0.40 0.02 
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')l"'lUlAJIIJN 'lfl)UY tJl- tj j LVLl t- '1ESl~N PAQA~E'j-H C~A~GE5 l1JUN'1I 
Sr.NnA~n B(CVCLE W(rH 102 L~. R(OER SPEED = 15 "'~H ( 511 

r ( "E Fl SlI 0 <r (~Cl Fl NF F r sr F r SFP F r TFP RR SLl P R' ( NCL RR NF RR SF RR SFP RR TFP 

SEC. r)Er;. nEG. L q. L R. L8. LA. UEG. OEG. L 8. LQ. LB. LB. 

0.000 J.J 0.0 -45.'>2 J.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -97.2R 0.0 0.0 0.0 

O.OlC J.'lf' o.ac -45.50 0.07 0.02 O.OC -0.00 -0.00 - 01. lQ -0.01> -0.06 -0.00 

o. ,j 20 ;"1. j 1 0.0.1 -4'i.4h :.12 0.12 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 -q1.32 -O.2~ -0.24 -0.00 

n.030 0.01 0.01 -45.4l 0.17 0.17 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 -97.31 -O.H -0.8L -0.00 

0.040 -0.07 O.O? -45.41 -0.2R -0.2A 0.00 -0.09 0.00 -97.36 -2.90 -2.90 0.00 

0.050 -0.20 0.04 -45.45 -2. >0 -2.90 0.01 -0.3'> 0.00 -97.37 -10.79 -10.79 0.01 

O.OhO -0.7' n.UH -45.4Q -10.2A -10.28 0.05 -1.05 0.02 -97.38 - 30. 35 -30.35 0.01> 

0.070 -Q.9 P 0.14 -45. 52 -13.27 -13.27 O.OQ -1.31 0.05 -97. ~O -37.19 -31.19 0.10 

O.O>lO -o.~f, 0.21 -45.51 -11.68 -11.68 0.10 -1.20 0.09 -97."2 -34.15 -3~ .15 0.07 

0.090 -0.90 0.29 -45.45 -10.86 -10.86 0.11 -1.19 0.12 -(11.40 -33.87 -31.81 0.01 

0.100 -0.72 o.H -45.38 _Cl.RO -9.BO 0.13 -1.17 0.14 -(11.34 -33.H -33.34 0.08 

~.110 -0.61:: 0.45 -45.35 -R.85 -H.85 0.15 -1.16 0.15 -97.26 -31.08 -33.08 0.09 

0.120 -0.59 0.53 -45.35 -R.01 -R.OO 0.17 -1.15 0.17 -97.16 -H.87 -32.87 0.12 

0.110 -0.51 0.61 -45.41 -7.2A -7.27 O.IQ -1.15 0.17 -97.08 -H.n -32.71 0.14 

0.140 -O.4Q 0.68 -45.48 -6.1>4 -6.64 0.20 -1.14 0.17 -97.05 -32.59 -32.59 0.18 

0.150 -0.45 0.75 -45.54 -6.01 -6.06 0.21 -1.14 0.16 -97.06 -32.~9 -32."9 0.21 

0.160 -0.41 0.~2 -45.52 -5.58 -5.57 0.23 -1.13 0.14 -97.11 -32.35 -32.35 0.25 

0.170 -0.39 0.8R -4~. 51 -5.21 -5.23 0.24 -1.ll 0.12 -91. 1~ -32.19 -32.18 0.29 

0.190 -o.p o.n -45.4" -5.04 -5.03 0.2A -1.11 o.o~ -97.24 -31.96 -31.91> 0.32 

0.110 -o.n 0.95 -45.44 -4.qQ -4.98 0.28 -1.10 0.04 -97.2'1 -31.70 -31.70 0.35 

0.200 -0.3A 0.97 -45.44 -5.04 -5.0J 0.30 -1.09 -O.O? -97.29 -31."2 -31.~1 0.38 

0.710 -0.40 0.97 -45.47 -5.30 -5.2'1 0.34 -1.07 -0.09 -97.25 -30.99 -30.99 0."0 

0.220 -0.44 0.95 -45.47 -5.96 -5.95 0.40 -1.05 -0.17 -97.18 -30.~0 -30."0 0."1 

0.230 -0.52 0.90 -45.41 -7.03 -7.01 0.49 -1.02 -0.2b -97.10 -29.69 -29.69 0.42 

t+:-
0.240 -J.6] 0.82 -45.28 _A .44 -8.42 0.60 -0.99 -0.36 -97.05 -28.91 -28.91 O.'H 

U1 
0.250 -0.75 0.71 -45.07 -10.10 -10.08 0.7Z -0.96 -0.4B -97.04 -28.10 -28.10 0.3'1 

n.260 -0 •• 9 0.55 -44.83 -11.82 -11.19 0.81 -0.93 -0.60 -97.08 -27.~~ -27. ~" 0.35 

0.270 -1.0 I 0.J8 -44.60 -11.32 -13.30 0.87 -0.91 -0.74 -97.17 -27 .03 -27.03 0.30 

0.7"0 -1.11 0.17 -44.44 -14.55 -14.5? O.B" -0.90 -O.8 Q -91.28 -21>.83 -21>.113 0.23 

O.2QQ -1.1 C -C.04 -44.42 -15.52 -15.50 0.84 -0.89 -1.05 -97.3B -26.82 -26.82 0.15 

0.300 -1.24 -0.28 -44.51 -16.26 -16.24 0.18 -0.a9 -1.22 -97.39 -26.9~ -26.9~ 0.01> 

C.l10 -I.Z" -0.52 - 44. b2 -lh.79 -lb.77 0.6 , -0.90 -1.40 -97.34 -27.18 -27.18 -0.03 

r.320 -I. Jr, -0.77 -44.69 -17.13 -17.12 0.5'1 -0.91 -1.58 -97.21 -27 .48 -27.~8 -0.13 

n.130 -I .31 -1.03 -44.71 -17.34 -17.13 0.4P -0.92 -1.78 -97.00 -27.84 -27.84 -0.2~ 

n.~40 -1.31 -1.30 -44.64 -P.4~ -1 7 .45 0.37 -0.93 -1.98 -96.75 -2B .26 -28.26 -0.34 

0.350 -1.32 -1.57 -44.57 -17.55 -17.54 0.25 -0.95 -2.20 -96.50 -28.72 -28.72 -0."5 

O.HO -1.32 -1.85 -44.54 -11.66 -17.66 0.14 -0.96 -2.42 -96.28 -29.22 -29.22 -0.56 

0.310 -1.1l -2.14 -44.61 -17.82 - 17.82 0.03 -O.9R -2.64 -96.14 -29.74 -29.73 -0.67 

0.180 -1.33 -2.44 -44.79 -lR.04 -IB.04 -O.OR -o.qq -2.8A -'lb. 11 -30.29 -30.28 -0.78 

().~QO -1.34 -2.14 -44. q7 -1".26 -IA.l~ -0.20 -1.01 -3.12 -'16.16 -30.83 -30.82 -0.90 

0.400 -1.34 -3.0' -45.11 -18.46 -1~.46 -0.31 -1.02 -3.37 -96.28 -31.36 -31.34 -1.01 

0.410 -1.34 -3.37 -45.20 -1".64 -18.63 -0.41 -1.01 -1.62 -Q6.41 -31.90 -31.88 -1.13 

0.420 -I .15 -3.67 -45.n -1~. 1<:J - 18. 18 -0.54 -1.05 -3.AR -96.51 -32.41 -32.38 -1.24 

0.4)0 -1.35 -4.01 -;45.24 -19.95 -18.94 -O.6h -1.06 -4.14 -96.53 -32.91 -32.88 -1.36 

r.440 -I.lh -4.3 4 -45.32 -1 Q. 16 -19.14 -0.7· -1.07 -4.41 -9b.44 -33.40 -33.36 -l."Y 

n.4'iQ -1.31 -4.1,1 -45.4'" -1 Q. ,0 -19.17 -0.90 -1.09 -4.6B -96.26 -H.86 -33.82 -1.59 

0.460 -1.37 -5.01 -45.69 -l Q.64 -19.62 -1.03 -1.10 -4.96 -96.03 -34.33 -34.28 -1.70 

0.4 70 -1.38 -5.35 -45.97 -IQ.90 -19.8 7 -1.1 5 -1.11 -5.23 -9S.82 -34.82 -3~. 77 -1.82 

>-<: 
0.4"'0 -1. ,,~ -5.69 -46.06 -20.12 - 20. 08 -1.27 -1.13 -5.52 -95.67 - 35.31> -35.11 -1.94 

!l> 
n.4qf") -1.l8 -6.04 -46.16 -20.32 -20.27 -1.40 -1.15 -5.90 -95.64 -35.95 -35.89 -2.0b 
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TABLE 3.2 

OUTPUT VARIABLE CODE NUMBERS, DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIA TIONS AND UNITS 

Number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 7 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

Variable Definition 

Simulation Time 
Path Dis tance 
Steer Angle 
Rider Roll Angle 
Steer Torque 
Rider Roll Torque 
Space X Coordinate of Origin 
Spac e Y Coordinate of Origin 
Total Bike Velocity 
Roll Angle 
Vehicle Slip Angle 
Yaw Velocity Relative to Vertical 
Lateral Acceleration 
Pa th Ra.dius 
Space Z Coordinate of Origin 
Pitch Angle 
Yaw Angle 
Roll Velocity 
Pitch Velocity 
Yaw Velocity Relative to Bike 
Yaw Moment on Bike 
Ratio of Front Normal Force to 
Total Normal Force 
Ratio of Total Side Force to 
Total Normal Forc e 
Ratio of Total Side Force Relative 
to Pa.th to Total Normal Force 
Ratio of Total Tractive Force Relative 
to Path to Total Normal Force 
Front Wheel Slip Angle 
Front Wheel Inclination Angle 
Front Normal Force 
Front Side Force 
Front Side Force Relative to Path 
Front Tractive Force Relative to Path 
R ear Wheel Slip Angle 
R ear Wheel Inclination Angle 
R ear Normal Force 
Rear Side Force 
Rear Side Force Relative to Path 
Rear Tractive Force Relative to Path 

47 

Abbr eviation 

TIME 
DISTANCE 
STR ANG 
RDR ROLL 
STR TORQ 
RDR TORQ 
X 
Y 
VELOCITY 
ROLL 
VEH SLIP 
YAW VEL 
LAT ACC 
PAT RAD 
Z 
PITCH 
YAW 
ROLL VEL 
PTCH VEL 
YAW VEL 
YAW MOM 
FNF/TNF 

TSF/TNF 

TSFP/TNF 

TTF/TNF 

FT SLIP 
FT INCL 
FT NF 
FT SF 
FT SFP 
FT TFP 
RR SLIP 
RR INCL 
RR NF 
RR SF 
RR SFP 
RR RFP 

Unit 

sec. 
ft. 
deg. 
deg. 
lb. in. 
lb. in. 
ft. 
ft. 
mph. 
deg. 
deg. 
deg./sec. 
g's 
ft. 
in. 
deg. 
deg. 
deg. /sec. 
deg./sec. 
deg./sec. 
lb. in. 

deg. 
deg. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
deg. 
deg. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
lb. 
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4.0 MEASUREMENT OF' PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
BICYCLE AND RIDER 

Experimental measurements were made to determine the 

physical characteristics of the bicycle and rider necessary for mechanization 

of the computer simulation. Three basic groups of data were obtained: 

(1) weights, dimensions, and mass moments and products of inertia of the 

major bicycle components (frame, front fork, and wheels), (2) bicycle tire 

side force characteristics as functions of normal load, slip angle, and 

inclination angle, (3) dimensions and mass moments of inertia of a typical 

(102 pound) rider. 

4. 1 Physical Characteristics of Bicycle Components 

The experimental bicycle was a special 22 inch single speed 

Schwinn Suburban with coaster brakes. The resultant measurements of 

this bicycle are given in Table 2. 1. Weight measurements were obtained 

with the use of a platform scale having a resolution of "t 0.1 lb. Linear 

dimensions were measured with scales having a resolution of ~ 0.05 inch 

while angular measurements were obtained with a vernier inclinometer 

having "t 1 I 20 
resolution. In sorne cases, specific dimensions were 

obtained by calculation using other measured parameters. The longitudinal 

center of gravity (C. G.) position of the total bicycle was calculated from 

measurements of the frontl rear wheel weight distribution and the wheelbase 

dimension, while the vertical C. G. position was located by determining the 

intersection between the longitudinal C. G. axis and a line projected from a 

point suspending the bicycle. The bike was suspended from several single 

points such that a measurement accuracy of ~ 1 I 8 inch was obtained. A 

measurement of the C. G. position of the front fork assembly was developed 
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by suspending the assembly from a wire and determining its gravitational 

balance point. The caster trail dimension was developed from computations 

involving the measured geometry describing the ground plane projections 

of the steer axis and the vertical axis of the front wheel. 

The moment of inertia parameters of the total bicycle, the 

front fork ass embly, and the tire/ rim assembly were experimentally 

determined using a torsional pendulum. The theory of the measurement 

technique and the resulting errors developed by the process are discussed 

below. 

Each test inertia was attached to a long slender steel rod 

and set into angular os cillation. .A measurement of the period of oscillation 

was converted to the moment of inertia by appropriate calculation. A 

single oscillatory degree of freedom was maintained by placing a bearing 

just above the test inertia to prevent radial movement of the torsion bar. 

The test component was balanced at its C. G. so that negligible side force 

existed at the bearing. 

The majority of the bike components were easily attached to 

the rod but in a few cases, fixtures of significant inertia had to be fabricated 

to secure the more awkward components. In such cases, appropriate 

corrections were applied to the experimental data to account for fixture 

inertia. 
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A fundamental test method for obtaining the mass moment of inertia 

of any body is by the use of a torsional pendulum. The combination of the 

inertia coupled to a torsional spring simulates a second order system with 

negligible damping. Bearing restrictions should be minimal in that the 

system is free to oscillate without decay. In addition, it is essential that 

the test object be oriented with its C. G. on the rotational axis of the 

pendulum to eliminate any bending moments that might contaminate the 

angular oscillation of the systeml. Figures 4. 1 thru 4. 7 demonstrate several 

examples of bicycle and component arrangements and test apparatus. 

It can be shown that an expression for the natural frequency of 

oscillation of an undamped second order system can be written as: 

Since the period of oscillation <T) is the reciprocal of the natural 

frequency <I,), this expression can be solved for the moment of inertia 

as a function of the measured period of oscillation as follows. 

I = 
2 

(LB.'-IN. -SEC. ) 

It is customary to us e a long slender rod of such dimension that an 

easily measured period of oscillation is obtained, approximately one second. 

In addition, use of a long rod r.ninimizes end effects at the attachments 
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FIGURE 4. 1 

Measuring the roll ITlOITlent 
of inertia of the entire 
bicycle with a s even foot 
torsional spring. 

FIGURE 4.2 

Measuring the pitch ITlOITlent 
of inertia of the entire 
bicycle with a ten foot 
torsional spring. 
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FIGURE 4. 3 

Measuring the yaw 
moment of iner tia of the 
entire bicycle with a 
s even foot tors ional 
spring. 

FIGURE 4.4 

Measuring the pitch 
moment of iner tia of the 
front fork as s embly with 
a ten foot torsional spring. 
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FIGURE 4.5 . 
Measuring the roll 
ITlOITlent of inertia of the 
front fork as s eITlbly about 
an axis through its c. g. 
perpendicular to the steer 
axis. 

FIGURE 4.6 

Measuring the ITlOITlent 
of inertia of front fork 
as s eITlbly and handle bars 
about steer axis with 
calibrated coil spring. 

FIGURE 4.7 

Measuring the spin ITlOITlent 
of inertia of a wheel with 
a ten foot torsional spring. 
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where non-uniform shear stress distributions can exist. The "spring rate" 

(K, ) of the torsion bar can be calculated using an expression relating the 

moment ( Mt ) -angular deflection ( S ) conditions in a cylinder of homo

geneous composition. This expression is derived in the following manner. 

Therefore: 

= Nt 
(J - 32-( 

(IN. LB. / RADIAN) 

Where ( q) is the diameter and ( J ) is the length of the rod and 

( G ) is the shear modulus of elasticity of the rod material (usually steel, 
7 

G = 1. 2 x 10 PSI). It is es s entia 1 that the angular deflection of the 

pendulum be small so that KS remains a linear parameter. The maximum 

deflection based on material yield stress can be computed from the 

expres sion derived below. 

Given the maximum shear stress ( 1') expression; 

( f = polar moment of inertia) 

and substituting the previous mOInent expression yields a result relating 

the maximum angular deflection in terms of shear stress. 

(RADIAN) 

As a practical matter it is desirable to keep the angular deflections 

small, say 1/10 I} , thus insuring that the system oscillates in a 
max 

strain region that corresponds to the linear elastic region of the rod material. 
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Occasionally, it is necessary to attach the unknown inertia to the 

torsion bar with a fixture that contributes significantly to the combined 

inertia of the system, Fig. 4. 5. As suming that the fixture and the unknown inertia 

have their centers of gravity on the axis of rotation, the test inertia can 

be computed, knowing the period of oscillation of the fixture (7;- ) and the 

combined assembly (T), using the following. 

Since 

this yields an expres sion for the test inertia, 

I= ~1rz (r~ 7;)(7- 7J) 
The period of oscillation can be timed with a stopwatch having a 

resolution of .01 second. Several periods should be timed consecutively 

so that start-stop timing errors are minimized. 

The product moments of inertia were obtained from computations 

involving the moments about the fixed bike coordinates and another moment 

value obtained from a rotated position of the coordinate system. A rotational 

transformation expression for the coordinate system shown in Figure 4.8 

was employed in calculating the product moments from computed values of 

the appropriate inertias and the m.easured angle of rotation. The expression, 

given in Reference 13 and solved for the product moment of inertia, is as 

follows. 

. -I .,-".' ~ .z ~J: .rIA' t. (-<.,. %) + .r ~ CtJ8 ~ ( f( 1-1I/z) 
2 oriN (O(~ ~z..)CtJS(IJ('" r/~) 
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Where Exit and I,." are the roll and yaw :mo:ments of inertia of the total 

bicycle with respect to the ground plane and .1j,' is the :mo:ment about 

an axis of the rotated coordinate syste:m. A si:milar technique was e:mployed 

in obtaining the product :mo:ment I xt of the fork asse:mbly. 

FIGURE 4.8 
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Results of the indirect measurement techniques us ed to compute 

moments of inertia can be analyzed to determine theil" influence on the 

accuracy of the calculated values. Table 4. 1 is a summary of the analysis. 

The number of observations represents the number of independent time 

intervals where a consecutive nu:mber of oscillations were timed, usually 

5, lO, 15 or 20 periods. Total time divided by the cycle count produced 

an average period for that observation. The number of periods timed 

represents the cumulative total of all observations. The mean period is a 

mean average of the average periods for all observations. Computed 

values of each inertia are developed from the expression given previously 

using the mean period and in som.e instances are not corrected to eliminate 

fixture inertia. Standard deviations calculated for each moment of inertia 

are based on theory developed in Reference 5 to approximate the standard 

deviation of computed results. Briefly, the development of the analysis 

is as follows. 

Given a function relating the moment of inertia to measured variables 

r, the period of oscillation, a.nd K, the torsional spring constant, the 

standard deviation of the computed result can be calculated using the 

expres sion developed as follows:: 

since 

then 
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Total 
Bike 

Fork 
Assy. 

U1 Std. 
00 Tire 

& Rim 

Total 
Bike 

Fork 
Assy. 

>-<: 
:t> 
I 
w 
0 
0' 
w 
I 

~ 
I ..... 

No. of 

Table 4. 1 

BICYCLE INERTL<\ PARAMETERS 
- MEASUREMENT SUMMARY -

Period of Oscillation 
Total No. (S ec. ) 

Moments of Inertia 
2 (Lb. In. Sec. ) 

Test Observ- Periods Test Standard Computed Corrected Computed 
Condition vations Timed Method Mean Deviation Value Value St<i. Deviation 

.,. 
I 13 155 1 3.04 .0248 12. 76'" 11. 31 · 2138 
xx 

I 10 56 2 5.97 .0157 34.50 · 2638 yy 
I 11 96 1 4. 28 .0219 25. 10 • 2771 zz 

... 
I 11 115 2 2.47 .0112 5.91-'- 4.59 .0627 
xx 

I 9 90 2 2.40 .0102 5.56 .0563 
yy ..... .... 

I 16 230 3 0.73 .0135 1. 81"'''' 1. 86 .0673 
zz 

I 8 105 2 0.99 .0072 0.94 .0147 
xx 

I 10 150 2 1. 35 .0060 1. 76 .0185 
yy 

I 
xz 

0 
(e(= 47.5 ) 10 56 2 4.47 .0302 -1. 62 . 330 

I 
xz 

(0(= 30
o

) 7 85 2 2.26 .0115 -0.27 .066 
0 -0.32 

(0( =-45 ) 9 90 2 2.07 .0105 -0.37 (Avg. ) .087 

Test Method 1 - 0.25 in. dia., 7 ft. 19. torsion bar, R. = 54. 45 in. lb. I rad. 

2 - 0.25 in. dia., 10 ft. 19. torsion bar, ,fs = 38.05 in. lb. I rad. 

3 - Linear spring (I( = 0.69 lb. lin. ) at 14 in. radius 

A; = K,..Z = 135 in. lb. Irad. 
.,. **-'" Values not corrected for fixture inertia. Corrected for-bent fork. 



Approximate values of the standard deviation of the computed 

moments of inertia were obtained by substituting the appropriate mean 

values ( r, R, ), and the standard deviations of their means (o,r , ~,). 

A similar analysis was us edl to determine the standard deviation of 

the computed product moments of inertia. The expres sion relating the 

product moment to other measured inertia values given previously can be 

used to derive an expression for standard deviation in the following manner. 

since 

The function can be simplified by assigning coefficients that are 

functions of the coordinate system rotation (c(). 

~J- = - C, -lj}" + Ca lit .J. (, .Lxx 

C, I 
Where -

S'IN ( Zo('., 7r) 

Cz. = tS.(Ci. & (o('f>~) 
S/A/ ("2tJ('i' 7J) 

~ = 
~ &(0( .,. 7In) 
SIN (2ot'~"') 

Then 

and 

,)IlCy = - ~ · ~Ixr _ Cz. . dIxr _ c 
dI,) , ) ;JIlt .J aIxx - -3 

Therefore 

% [ (-C, "ij).)" -I (Cz ~,.) t.+ (~ Drx. J1fz 
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In all cas es, the average torsional spring constant us ed was obtained 

by averaging the results of calibrations of the rod, calculated values, and 

values computed from tests of known (calculated) inertias. A value of 

~S = 0.21 IN. LB./ RAD. t was obtained for both the 7 and 10 ft. rods. 

Considering the standard deviations computed for the moments of 

inertia, a 2 tr deviation repres ents a range of 1. 6 to 7.4 percent spread 

in the results obtained by this test method. As would be expected, the 

standard deviations of the product moments are large by comparison since 

they rely on the combined effects of the moment measurements themselves. 

Much of the error in determining product moments arises from the analytical 

technique involving small differences between large quantities. 

Improved accuracy could be realized by the addition of a more 

sophisticated means of timing the period of oscillation since timing errors 

contribute the major influence in the data spread. An electronic counter 

gated by a light beam interrupter serves as an example of more accurate 

timing. 
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4. 2 Bicycle Tire T ester and Measurement of Tire Side Force 
Characteristics 

A thorough review of the published literature on bicycle research 

revealed no knowledge of the side force characteristics of bicycle tires. 

Having given consideration to the si.gnificance of this data in developing a 

simulation of the dynamic performa.nce of bicycles, an on-road bicycle tire 

tester was designed and constructed. The tire tester was designed to be 

towed behind an automobile and to have the capability of measuring bicycle 

tires of all sizes. Tire normal load, slip angle, and inclination angle are 

variable with ranges of 35 to 150 pounds, -3 to +10 degrees and -6 to +45 

degrees , respectively. 

The tire tester uses a strain gage bridge, Figure 4.13, mounted 

on a cantilever beam and an on-board strip-chart recorder to measure side 

force. The beam is rigidly attached to the rear structure of the tester which 

supports the bicycle wheel. This rear structure is attached to the triangular 

box-shaped front section, Figure 4. 11, by a bearing which allows only rotation 

about a vertical axis. The tire side force produces a moment about the 

bearing axis which is reacted by the indexing block, Figure 4. 14, at the end 

of the cantilever beam. The strain in the beam is measured and converted 

into tire side force. 

The triangular box-shaped front section is hinged to the back 

of the tow vehicle, Figure 4.12, where screw brackets are used to zero the 

pitch and camber angles of the test rig. Tire slip angle is changed by 

moving the indexing block which constrains the end of the cantilever beam. 

Inclination angle is changed by dis ass embling the rear structure and bolting 

it back together in a new location, Figure 4.10. Normal load is changed by 

placing barbell weights on a support rod directly above the bearing. 
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FIGURE 4.9 

Bicycle tire tester with 
wheel set at 45 degrees 
inclina tion angle. 

FIGURE 4. 10 

R ear view of bicycle 
tire tester showing tow 
vehicle and crane for 
lifting test rig. 
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FIGURE 4.11 

Top view of bicycle 
tire tester. 

FIGURE 4.12 

Screw brackets for 
adjus ting pitch and 
camber angle of test rig. 
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FIGURE 4. 13 

S train gage bridge for 
measuring side force. 

FIGURE 4.14 

Indexing block for wheel 
steer angle. 
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The tire test rig was towed approximately five miles per hour 

over a sealed asphalt surface. The order of changing the test conditions 

was: first, normal load; second, slip angle; last, camber angle. This 

order was chosen because of the relative difficulty in varying the three 

parameters. The filtered signal from the strain gage bridge was recorded 

on a strip chart recorder and the side force was taken as the measured 

average of the recorded data. A digital voltmeter was also us ed for 

immediate visual readout of the side force. 

The Puff High Pressure Road Racer and Breeze Sports Touring 

tires were tested. Plots of the reduced data show significant differences in 

the side force characteristics of the two types of tires. Both tires were 

tested at actual normal loads of 36.4, 73.4, and 105.5 pounds. The first 

tire tested was the Puff at inclination angles of 0, 6, 15, 25 and 35 degrees 

for a slip angle range of 0 to 4 degrees. After having observed the plotting 

data for the Puff tire, the range of measurement for the Breeze was increased 

to inclination angles of 0, 10, 20, 30 and 40 degrees for an increased slip 

angle range of 0 to 6 degrees. 

The following corrections were made to the measured data: 

(a) Becaus e of the bendin.g of the cantilever beam on which the 

strain gage bridge is mounted, the true slip angle of the tire 

is less than the nominal slip angle of the test rig. The steer 

compliance correction is 0.033 degrees of slip angle per 

pound of side force. 

(b) Becaus e of coupling in the test rig, the strain gage bridge 

indicates a side force when the inclination angle and slip angle 

are non-zero although the true slip angle is actually zero. 
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This side force correction is a nonlinear function of indicated 

s lip angle, inclination angle, and no rmal load. The maximum 

correction for this coupling effect is approximately 5 pounds 

occurring at the 40 degree inclination angle, 8 degree indicated 

slip angle, 36.4 pound normal load test condition. 

(c) It is practically impossible to align the tire in the test rig 

precis ely at zero slip angle. To account for this inherent error 

in the zero slip angle, the plotted data is offset by an amount 

equal to the corrected slip angle at which the corrected side 

force is zero. 

Measured and corrected numerical data are given in Appendix I 

and carpet plots of the final curves of side force versus slip angle and 

inclination angle are shown in Figures 4. 15 through 4. 20. 

The "vertical" curves of the side fo rce versus slip angle with 

inclination angle held constant are third order polynominal fits (least mean 

squared error criterion) to the corrected data for that specific normal load. 

The 11horizontal" curves of side force versus inclination angle 

with slip angle held constant are higher order II computer fairedl1 curves 

and do not represent a statistical fit to the data. 

It is apparent from the plotted data that there is a fundamental 

difference in the side force characteristics of these two tires. The camber 

thrust of the Puff tire is highly nonlinear with inclination angle, thus 

accounting for the overlapping curves. The camber stiffness (change in 

camber thrust per degree of inclination angle) of the Breeze tire, however, 

is not greatly changed by increasing the inclination angle (up to 40 degrees). 
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4. 3 Physical Characteristics of Typical Rider 

Parameter data representing a bicycle rider were developed 

from computations involving published data for a 5th percentile female 

anthropometric device. Estimates of the center of gravity and moments 

of inertia for the device in a riding position were obtained from calculations 

using the measured mass, inertia and C. G. locations of the basic body 

components. The roll pitch and yaw moments of inertia of the total rider 

about its C. G. were determined by summing the appropriate component 

inertias and their respective mass transfer terms. The center of gravity 

position of the total rider in the x-·z plane was established from mass 

dis tribution calculations involving the body components. A cons ervative 

estimate of accuracy for the computed parameters is believed to be ten 

percent. 

Results of the analysis are given in Table 4. 2. The radial 

distance from the total body C. G. to the C. G. of a given component was 

scaled from a schematic (Figure 4., 21) of the body oriented in a sitting 

position. Component dimensions, masses, moments of inertia, and C. G. 

positions were obtained from Reference 10. The reference describes 

parametric data with respect to the I~V" (pitch) axis and in certain cases 

component inertias (e. g., upper and lower arms and legs and torso) with 

respect to the roll and yaw axis were estimated using analytical methods 

outlined in the reference. The effect on accuracy of these estimates is 

small since the mass transfer terrns dominate in determining the total 

moment of inertia. The analysis is useful in determining inertia parameters 

for a rider in other positions and simply requires a different component 

schematic to determine the appropriate mas s trar~sfer terms. 
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Figure 4. 21 RIDER BODY COMPONENT DIMENSIONS AND C. G. 
LOCATIONS USED TO CALCULATE MOMENTS OF INERTIA 
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Table 4.2 SUMMARY OF COM!-'UTED RIDER INERTIA Pl'~F~'<\'MF,TF:RS 

Moment of Inertia I I 
xx yy 

Component lCG lCG 
Mass lCG + 2 leG + 2 

2 . 2 M 2 M 
Body Component 1b-sec 1m 1b-in-s ec r (in) r 1b-in-sec r (in) r 

Head 0.020 O. 162 20. 5 8.432 O. 162 20. 5 8.432 

Torso O. 120 1. 205 3.4 1. 595 1. 205 3. 5 2.675 

I 
Upper Arm (2) O. 016 0.140 12.9 2. 150 O. 140 11. 0 2.030 

Lower Arm (2) 0.014 0.004 7. 5 0.814 0.164 6. 3 0.734 

Upper Leg (2) 0.055 0.039 5.8 1. 870 0.876 6.0 2.836 

Lower Leg & Foot (2) 0.045 1. 200 16. 1 12. 960 1. 200 22.0 23. 200 

~= 27.821 £ = 39.907 

I 
zz 

lCG 

lCG + 2 
2 M 

1b-in-sec r (in) r 

O. 162 1.5 o. 206 

O. 168 1. 5 1. 475 

O. 005 6.9 O. 747 

O. 164 9. 5 1. 494 

0.876 6. 0 2.836 

0.027 16. 0 11. 680 

~=18.438 



3. 0 VALIDATION OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION BY CORRELATION 
WITH FULL SCALE EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

A comparison of record.ed motion variables (speed, steer angle, 

lean angle, and lateral acceleration) from full scale experimental maneuvers 

with corresponding output from the computer simulation program was made 

to establish the validity of the simulation program. Since a rider control 

model has not yet been incorporated in the simulation program, relatively 

simple maneuvers were essential. These maneuvers included steady state 

circular turning with a rider, and riderless maneuvers with free and forced 

steer inputs. A simulated maneuver was generated by the computer program 

using the same bicycle configuration, initial conditions, and steering torque 

as was measured for a specific experimental test. Comparisons of the 

motion variables from the experimental and simulated maneuvers are made 

and dis cus s ed in the following section. 

5. 1 Test Bicycle Instrumentation 

The test bicycle was instrumented with: (1) a potentiometer 

connected to the steer axis for measuring the steer angle, Figure 5.3, 

(2) a gyroscope mounted on the hori:?;ontal frame member to measure the 

bicycle roll angle, Figure 5.3, (3) an accelerometer mounted beneath the 

horizontal frame member to measure lateral acceleration, Figure 5.4, 

(4) a d. c. tach-generator mounted on the rear wheel to measure forward 

velocity, Figure 5.2. Two 2-channel strip chart recorders and power 

supplies were mounted in the chase car, Figure 5.5, and operated by the 

chase car driver. Instrumentation power and data signals were transmitted 

to and from the bicycle through an eleven conductor fifty foot long cable. 

The influence of cable mass and drag on bike motion was minimized by 
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FIGURE 5. 1 

:lstrumented bicycle 

FIGURE 5.2 

D. C. tach-generator 
for speed measurement 
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FIGURE 5. 3 

Roll angle gyro and 
steer angle potentiometer 

FIGURE 5.4 

Lateral accelerometer 
(mounted beneath frame 
member) 
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FIGURE 5.5 

Two channel strip chart 
recorders mounted in 
chase car 
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fabricating a very flexible cable from light weight teflon-covered wire. 

The cable was loosely hung from a boom extending laterally from the chase 

car and connected to the bicycle through a pull-out coupling beneath the 

rear of the saddle. 

Transducers were chos en on the basis of minimum weight as 

well as sensor range, resolution, and method of installation. As a result 

of thes e requirements, potentiometric sensors were chos en. A summary 

of transducer specifications is given in Table 5. 1 and Figure 5.6 shows the 

location of each sensor as mounted on the test bicycle. 

Data signals were conditioned with filters having a corner 

frequency ( -3 db point, first order rolloH) of approximately one Hertz, 

resulting in an adequate bandwidth for the frequency content of bicycle 

respons es. In addition to the recorded instrument data, movies were 

taken of most of the full scale experimental tests. 

5. 2 Full Scale Validation Tests 

The following full scale experimentarmaneuvers were performed 

with the instrumented bicycle to obta.in data for validation of the computer 

simulation. 

(l) Motion of riderles s bike with free control. Initial speed was 

approximately 10 mph. Data was recorded until bicycle fell 

over. Duration of the free control maneuver was about five 

seconds, Figures 5. 7 and 5.8. 
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Test 
Variable 

Roll Angle 

Steer Angle 

Lateral 
Acceleration 

Speed 

Sensor Type 

Free Gyro 
Potentiometric 
DC/DC 

Precision 10 
Turn Potentio
meter W /Timing 
Belt 7. 2: 1 Drive 

Linear Accelero
meter 

Precision D. C. 
Generator 
W /Friction 
Drive (36:1) at 
Rear Wheel 

Table 5. 1 

VALIDATION TF:ST INSTRUMENTATION 
SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 

Make, Model 

Humphrey, Inc. 
FG 23-3101-1 

Helipot 

Humphrey, Inc. 
LA 45-0104-1 

Range 

~ 178
0 

~ 250
0 

~ 5 g 

+ 20 mph 

Approximate 

* Accuracy 

~ 2% 

~ 1% 

~ 2% 

~ 3% 

Weight 
(including mount) 

1.811bs. 

o. 8 lb. 

O. 2 lb. 

O. 5 lb. 

Data Acquisition - (2) Brush Mark 220, Model 15 -6327 -50, Two Channel Direct Write Recorders 

Linearity ~ O. 5% Full Scale,Chart Speed Accuracy ~ O. 25% 

~::: 

Combined effects of linearity, hysteresis, repeatability. 



(2) Motion of riderless bicycle when given a nominal 2.24 lb-sec 

lateral force impulse (C6 Rocket). Initial speed was approxi

mately 10 mph. Duration of this maneuver was about four 

seconds. This test was performed by pushing the bicycle up 

to speed in a straight path, then firing a small rocket motor 

to provide the lateral thrust. The rocket motor was rigidly 

attached to the bicycle frame approximately one foot above and 

one foot forward of the total c. g., Figure 5.9. 

(3) Motion of riderless bicycle when given a nominal 6.72 lb-in-sec 

torque impulse (B14 Rocket) about the steer axis. Two runs 

were made with very good repeatability. The initial speed was 

about 9 mph and the duration of the run was approximately four 

seconds. In thes e tests: the rocket motor was attached to the 

handlebar six inches from the steer axis, Figures 5.10 and 

5. 11. 

(4) Suspended bicycle with a nominal 6.72 1b-in-sec torque 

impulse (B14 Rocket) about the steer axis. Two tests were 

made to observe the effect of gyroscopic coupling between the 

steer and roll degrees of freedom. The bicycle was held or 

suspended off the groun.d and a rocket motor was fired to provide 

the steering torque impuls e. One test was made with the front 

wheel spinning at approximately 12 mph and the second test 

was rnade with the front wheel motionless. Thes e tests were 

recorded on movie filrn only. The conclusion was that rotating 

the front wheel had litHe effect on the resultant steer and roll 

motions of the bicycle a.fter the rocket blast. 
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Figure 5.8 FREE CONTROL OF RIDERLESS BICYCLE 
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(5) Steady state turning of bicycle with rider. Runs were made at 

speeds of 8, 10, 12, and 14 mph on a forty foot radius circle 

and on a twenty foot radius circle. These runs represent a 

range of lateral acceleration from O. 1 g to 0.6 g. Reduced 

data is presented in numerical form in Table 5.2. 

5.3 Rocket Motor Calibration 

In order to verify the rocket motor thrust curves published 

by the manufacturer and to obtain some measure of the variability of the 

data, time histories of the thrust of two types of rockets were recorded. 

Three thrust curves were recorded for each type, Figures 5. 12 and 5. 13. 

The force output was measured with a high sensitivity fast response strain 

gage proving ring. 

None of the B14 rockets developed a peak thrust of seven 

pounds indicated by the manufacturer's performance curves. The average 

impulse of the B14 rockets was approximately 80 percent of the manufacturers 

rated 1. 12 lb-sec impulse. Two of the three C6 rockets tested developed 

a peak thrust of about 0.5 pound higher than indicated by the manufacturer's 

performance curves. The steady state thrust of 1. 35 pounds for the C6 

is exactly that shown by the manufacturer. However, a 0.4 second shorter 

burning time resulted in the average impuls e of the C 6 rockets also being 

only 80% of the nominal 2.24 lb-sec. 
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Figure 5. 13 THRUST CURVES OF C6 ROCKETS 
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5.4 Comparison of Computer Simulation with Full Scale 
Experimental Tests 

The time his tories of steer and roll angle from the computer 

simulated validation maneuver agree very well with the data from the two 

full scale experimental tests, Figure 5.14. The steer torque impulse for 

the simulated maneuver was 4.5 lb-in-sec. Using the average impulse from 

the rocket calibration tests, the estimated torque impulse in the full scale 

tests was 5.4 lb-in-sec, with the rocket mounted 6 inches from the steer 

axis. A series of simulated maneuvers was made with dec reas ing values of 

steering torque impulse. It was found that decreasing the steering torque 

impulse from 6.7 Ib-in-sec (corresponding to the manufacturer's rated 

impulse) to approximately 4.5 lb-in-sec caused bicycle motion to change 

from divergent instability to oscillatory instability typical of the full scale 

maneuver. Steering torque impulses from 4.5 to 3.5 lb-in-sec did not 

significantly change the motion. Since torques which resist steering motion 

such as friction in the steering head and tire scrubbing are not explicitly 

included in the bicycle model, the value of steering torque impulse used 

in the simulated maneuver is thought to be a good approximation to the 

full scale experimental tes ts. 
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6. 0 COMPUTER SIMULATION PARAMETER STUDY 

A com.puter simulation study was made to determine the effects 

on bicycle motion of variations of certain bicycle design parameters. This 

study consisted of 57 computer simulated bicycle maneuvers. The effects 

of nine bicycle parameters were studied, each for speeds of 7, 9, and 15 

mph. 

The simulated maneuver was the steer torque impuls e validation 

maneuver. The configuration of the riderless bicycle as measured with the 

validation instrumentation and with the Breeze tires was taken as the standard 

configuration. All simulated maneuvers had a single parameter variation 

with other data remaining the same as the standard configuration. 

For each parameter a value higher and one lower than the 

standard were run. In some cases the high and low values represented the 

range of this parameter in current production bicycles. In other cases, 

arbitrary values of 80% and 120% of the standard were us ed. 

The study also included runs at the three test speeds with data 

repres enting the Puff tire and with data repres enting a rigid "hands -off',' 

rider. 

Detailed printed time histories of 36 output variables and 

plotted time histories for steer angle, roll angle, lateral acceleration, and 

velocity for each of the 57 simulated maneuvers are contained in additional 

volumes. 
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Table 6. 1 lists the parameter variations and simulation run 

numbers, and briefly states the effect on the motion of the bicycle according 

to the following code. 

DU -

OU -

01 -

OS -

the motion was Divergently Unstable (indicating that the 

bicycle fell over immediately). 

the motion was Oscillatory Unstable (indicating that the 

bicycle had both steer and roll oscillations before falling over). 

The number in parenthesis is the time at which the bicycle 

finally fell over. 

the motion was Oscillatory and it is Inconclusive as to 

whether the bicycle would have stayed upright or fallen over. 

the motion was Oscillatory, however, the bicycle maintained 

Stability and settled into a steady state turn. 

The results of the parameter study show that all maneuvers 

at 7 mph were divergently uns table and all maneuvers at 15 mph were 

oscillatory stable regardless of the parameter variations. However, the 

15 mph runs do show significant differences in settling time, oscillation 

frequency, peak amplitude of steer and roll angles, and the steady state 

value of the steer and roll angles. 

The 9 mph runs show the most interesting results since it is 

at this speed that the parameter variations have the greatest effect on the 

motion of the bicycle. 

The effect of several parameter variations of the bicycle 

motion at 9 mph are listed below. 
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a) Reducing the wheelbas e from 41. 5 inches to 33. 2 inches 

had little effect on the degree of stability, however, increasing 

the wheelbase to 49.8 inches caused the motion to become 

divergently unstable. 

b) Reducing the total weight from 40.8 pounds to 25. 0 pounds 

reduced the oscillatory motion allowing the bicycle to remain 

upright. However, increasing the total weight to 55.0 pounds 

greatly increased the amplitude and reduced the frequency of 

oscillation. 

c) Reducing the total c. g. height from 20. 8 inches to 16. 6 inches 

had little effect on the degree of stability. Increasing the c. g. 

height to 24.9 inches damped the oscillation but caused the 

bicycle to fall over sooner. 

d) Reducing the steer moment of inertia from 1. 86 to 1. 49 Ib-in-s ec 2 

reduced the tendency to oscillate but caused the bicycle to fall 

sooner. Increasing the steer moment of inertia to 2.23 greatly 

increased the amplitude and reduced the frequency of oscillatory 

motion. The motion had not settled enough by the end of the 

run (3.0 seconds) to conclude that the bicycle would have 

remained upright. 

e) Reducing caster angle from 21. 0 degrees to 15. 0 degrees 

greatly increased the amplitude of oscillation with little effect 

on frequency. Apparently the motion would have been stable 

when the oscillation damped out. Increasing the caster angle 

to 25.0 degrees resulted in increased damping but falling over 

sooner. 
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f) Reducing fork offset from 1. 87 inches to 0.87 inches increases 

damping but the bicycle still falls over after about 2. 8 seconds. 

Inc reasing the fork offs et to 2. 87 inches greatly inc reas ed the 

amplitude of oscillation and apparently the bicycle would have 

fallen on the next cycle of the oscillation. 

g) Reducing the rolling radius from 13.6 inches to 10. 0 inches 

damped the oscillatory motion and the bicycle was falling with 

a high roll velocity. Increasing the rolling radius to 14.6 inches 

significantly changed the motion, increasing the amplitude and 

reducing the frequency of the steer and roll oscillations. 

Apparently this inc reas e in rolling radius of one inch tended 

to stabilize the bicycle motion. 

h) The wheel moment of inertia variations had the greatest effect 

on stability. Reducing the wheel moment of inertia from 1. 76 
. 2 

to 1. 41 lb-m-s ec caus ed the motion to become divergently 

unstable. Increasing the wheel moment of inertia to 2. 11 

Ib-in-s ec not only damped the os cillatory motion but also 

caused a significant improvement in stability. 

i) Changing from the Breeze tire data to the Puff tire data increased 

the os cillation amplitude and reduced the frequency with an 

apparent stabilizing effect on the bicycle motion. 

j) The addition of the rigid 102 pound rider (hands -off) caus ed 

the bicycle to fall over even at 15 mph. The rate at which the 

bike fell over with the rider was slower than when riderless 

and the steer motion was very nonlinear. At 15 mph the roll 

angle tended to oscillate but fell over after 2.5 seconds. 
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Table 6.1 BICYCLE PARAMETER STUDY RESULT MATRIX 

SPEED 
PARAMETER VARIATION 

7 mph 9 mph 15 mph 

Standard Bicycle (Breeze tires) #2 - DU 
#1 - au 

#3 - as (2.6 sec) 

33. 2 in. #4 - DU 
#5 - au 

#6 - as 
Wheelbase (2. 6 sec) 

49.8 in. #7 - DU #8 - DU #9 - OS 

25. 0 lb. #10 - DU #11 - as #12 - as 
Total Weight 

55. 0 lb. #13 - DU #14 - 01 #15 - as 

16.6 in. #16 - DU 
#17 - au 

#18 - as 
(3.0 sec) 

Total C. G. Height 
#20 - au 

24.9 in. #19 - DU (2.8 sec) 
#21 - as 

1. 49 2 #22 - DU 
#23 - au 

#24 - as Steer Moment lb-in-s ec (2.5 sec) 
of Inertia 2.23 

lb-in-s ec 
2 #25 - DU #26 - 01 #27 - as 

15.0 deg. #28 - DU #29 - 01 #30 - as 
Caster Angle 

#32 - au 
25. 0 deg. #31 - DU (2. 3 sec) 

#33 - as 

0.87 in. #34 - DU 
#35 - au 

#36 - as 
(2. 8 sec) 

Fork Offset 
2. 87 in. #37 - DU #38 - 01 #39 - as 

10. 0 in. #40 - DU 
#41 - au 

#42 - as 
Undeflected Rolling (3.0 sec) 

Radius 
14.6 in. #43 - DU #44 - 01 #45 - as 

1. 41 
2 #46 - DU #47 - DU #48 - as Wheel Moment lb-in-sec 

of Inertia 2.11 
lb-in-sec 

2 #49 - DU #50 - as #51 - as 

Standard Bicycle (Puff tires) #52 - DU #53 - as #54 - as 

Standard Bicycle with 102 pound #55 - DU #56 - DU #57 - au 
Rider 
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APPENDIX I 

Measured and Corrected Side Force Data 

for Schwinn Breeze and Puff Bicycle Tires 
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'i':>.17 

10.0n 
'i'i.OO 
~.05 

')4.5"1 

40.00 

-2.00 
-13.00 
-1.67 

-10.00 

-1.00 
-A.50 
-0.'12 
-5.30 

-0.50 
-4.00 
-0.4'1 
-0.70 

0.0 
1.00 

-0.1 'i 
4.40 

O.'iO 
7.()1) 

O. 15 
IG.')O 

1.00 
It.OO 
0.')1 

14.60 

?Or) 
?O.O() 

1.71 
23.RO 

~. 0,) 

3G.Of) 
1.R7 

'4.0f) 

4.C'() 

,"1.00 
?" "3 

41.70 

"'.00 
4':>.00 

4.37 
"f).60 

°.00 
t; 1. 00 
".14 

"6.0-) 

10.0C' 
'i 1. on 

R. 12 
SA. 4 '1 
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27Xl.25 SCHWINN RRFEIE SPORTS TnURING 165 PSII 

INCLINATION ANGLE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURF!) Sl TP ANGLE 
MFASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRErTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRFrTFD LATFRAL FnRCF 

~EASUREO SLIP ANGLE 
MFA~URED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTFD SLIP ANGLF 
cnRRECTFD LATFRAL FnRCE 

~EA~URED SLIP ANGLE 
~EASURFD LATFRAL FOPCE 
CORRECTED ~LIP ANGLE 
cnRRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MFASURFD SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATFRAL FORCF 
CnRQECTFD SLIP ANGLF 
C~oRErTED LATFRAL FnRCE 

MEASURED ~1 IP ANGLF 
MFA S lIR F D LA T F Q A L F (1 R C F 
C(1RRECTFf) ~LIP ANGLE 
cnoRECTFD LATERAL FORCF 

~FASURFD ~LIP A~GLF 

~EASUPEn LATFoAL FnRCE 
cnDRFCTFO SLIP AI~GLF 

CI]RRFfTFO LATFRAI FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLF 
MEASIJRFD LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTFn ~LIP ANGLF 
COTlQ FC TFD I ATFIHL FnRe F 

MFASlIRF[) SLIP A"'GLF 
'1I:A5IJPEO LIITERAl. FooCF 
cnRRFCTEn 5L IP ANGLF 
CnRRFrTEf) LATFRAL FnRCF 

~FASUREn 5L IP A"'GLE 
'1EA5URED LATERAL FORCF 
COTlRFCTEn SLIP ANGLF 
CORRECTED LATFRAL FORCE 

~FA SUR EO SLI P A'Ij(:.LE 
~FASURFI) LATFRAL F(1RCF 
CORRECTE!) SLIP ANGLF 
Cl"lQRECTF!) L~TFRAL FnRCE 

~FASUREn SLIP ANGLE 
~FAsuRFn LATERAL FORCF 
cnRRECTFD SLIP AN"LE 
CORRECTE!) LATERAL FORCE 

SLIP ANGLF OFFSFT 1.10 

NORMAL FORCE :105.5 

0.0 

-2.00 

•••••• •••••• •••••• 
-1.00 

•••••• •••••• •••••• 
-0.50 

-17.01) 
O. 1 'i 

-19.60 

0.0 
-13.1)0 

0.')3 
- 16.00 

O.l)n 
-7. I)') 

O.Hl 
-9.40 

1.DO 
1. I) I) 
1.03 

-0.'10 

2.00 
9.(1) 
1. 17 
6.'10 

3.00 
;;>3.1)0 

2.")'1 
21.'>0 

4.00 
~ 1.00 
3. 'J 2 

?9. l0 

A. :1(: 
'50.'iO 
4. 3 <-

4 Q • ,?:) 

R.W 
<,7. <;(1 

5. 7 ~ 
AA.1)11 

10. ()() 

****** 
****** 
•• ** ** 

10.00 

-2.00 
• ••••• •••••• • ••••• 
-1.00 

•••••• • ••••• •••••• 
-0.50 

-15.00 
O.OCl 

-11.3'5 

0.0 
-11.00 

0.44 
-13.2" 

0.'i11 
-1.0() 

0.61 
-'i.l<; 

1.00 
'I.ne 
0.,1 

0. 0 " 

2.00 
11. on 

1. I' 3 
1 1. 15 

'1.(1) 
2 7 .00 

2.16 
?5.1'; 

4.0n 
~R.OO 

2.1 0 

'IA.5<; 

6.00 
'5A.on 
4.17 

t)4.oC; 

R.r~ 

72.0n 
'i.A? 

71."" 

10.00 
*****'(1:: 
*****. 
****** 

105 

20.00 

-7.00 
-26.00 

-1.08 
-21.70 

-1.00 
-18.50 
-0.33 

- 20.00 

-0.50 
-13.00 
-0.02 

-14.40 

0.0 
-10.00 

0.3R 
-11.'10 

0.1)0 
-1.00 

0.'i1 
-2.20 

1.00 
4.00 
o. '~O 
2.00 

2.00 
lA.OO 

1 • 'i () 
l'i. 10 

'1.00 
20 .00 

2.01) 
?8.'IO 

4.00 
41.50 

Z.A3 
41.0') 

6.on 
"Z.("IO 
".04 

61.')0 

Q.O() 
7h.00 

'5.46 
1IJ.'I0 

10.00 
****** 
****** 
**** •• 

30.00 

-7.00 
-19.00 
-1.37 

-1".05 

-1.00 
-12.00 

-0.61 
-H.R5 

-0.50 
-6.50 
-0.70 
-6.25 

0.0 
-6.00 
0.10 

-'5.A'; 

0.50 
3.00 
1).30 
3.4" 

1.00 
11.01) 

0.'55 
1 3. '5 '5 

?oo 
?4.'iC' 

1 • I " 
Z'>.25 

"\.on 
1'i.00 

1. PO 

"\'5. Q " 

4.00 
4"'.00 

? .40 
49.1'i 

I-,.on 
AI).OO 

1.7<; 
'17.1)1) 

g • ()(~ 
1Q. on 
'i.10 

~o.o'i 

10.00 
Ql.00 
7.?2 

'13.1<; 

40.00 

-2.00 
-11.00 

-1.11 
-R.70 

-1.00 
-4.00 
-0.(1) 
-1.50 

-0.50 
0.0 

-O.'i'1 
2.<'0 

0.0 
7. '50 

-0.34 
10.20 

1).50 
14.nO 
-O.OA 
1". 'l0 

1.0n 
1"'.no 

1).?7 
?l.00 

?oa 
27.C'0 

1.00 
30.1 n 

~.()') 

v'.OO 
1 • 'i'1 

47.1') 

4.00 
4"'.0("1 

2.21) 
5? C) '1 

1. Q 1 

q.("I1) 
7-,.00 

".2'1 
ql.30 

10.01) 
PO.OO 
7.1 Q 

R4.10 
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21X1.25 SCHWINN PUFF HIG~ PRESSURF RnAQ RACER C7~ PST) 

INCLINATION A~GLE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FnRCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLF 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FnRCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLF 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTFD LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCF 

MEA SUR FD SLI PANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP A~GLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
cnRRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLF 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
cnRRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATFRAL FORCE 

MEASURED SLIP A~GLE 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 

SLIP ANGLE OFFSET: O.Q~ 

0.0 

-7.00 
-14.50 

-1.47 
- If>. 00 

-1.00 
-10.<;0 
-0.61 

-ll. RO 

-0.50 
-B.OO 
-0.1° 
-9.20 

0.0 
-4.00 

0.17 
-<;. 10 

0.50 
-1.50 

0.5R 
-2.50 

1.00 
1.1)0 
1.00 
0.10 

2.00 
9.00 
1.72 
8.30 

3.00 
14.00 
2.55 

13.50 

4.00 
20.00 
3.34 

19.70 

6.00 
2Q.OO 
5.03 

29.10 

6.00 

-7.00 
-16.00 
-1.44 

-16.12 

-1.00 
-11.00 
-0.67 

-1l.52 

-0.50 
-1.00 
-0.75 
-7.42 

0.0 
-4.50 

O.lf
-4.1l? 

0."0 
-2.00 

0.57 
-? ?7 

1.00 
2.00 
0."4 
1.AR 

2.00 
8.00 
1. 7 3 
fl.O~ 

3.0n 
14.00 
2.52 
14.2~ 

4.00 
H.OO 

3.35 
19.4fl 

6.00 
23.00 

5.20 
23.8A 
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15.00 

-2.00 
-13.00 

-1.5A 
-12.55 

-1.00 
-9.00 
-0.72 
-8.35 

-0.50 
-~.OO 

-0.2f> 
-1.2<; 

0.0 
-4.00 

0.10 
-3.15 

0.<;0 
0.0 
0.47 
O.QIi 

1.00 
3.00 
0.B7 
4.05 

2.00 
1.00 
1.13 
8.25 

3.00 
14.00 

2.49 
15.45 

4.00 
IB.OO 
3.35 

lQ.65 

6.00 
24.00 
5.13 

26.05 

25.00 

-2.00 
-1".00 
-1. <;3 

-14.2<; 

-1.00 
-11.00 
-0.70 
-Q.05 

-0.50 
-1l.00 
-0.30 
-5.95 

0.0 
-4.00 

0.0f> 
-1. '15 

0.50 
-1.50 

0.48 
0.75 

1.00 
1.00 
O. A9 
3.35 

2.00 
8.00 
1.65 

10.55 

3.00 
12.00 
2.51 

14.75 

4.00 
15.00 

3.40 
11.95 

6.00 
lQ.OO 
5.26 

22.3<; 

35.00 

-7.00 
-l~.OO 

-1.50 
-14.95 

-1.00 
-1'1.00 

-0.6f! 
-9.75 

-O.liO 
-9.00 
-0.31 
-5.65 

0.0 
-6.00 

0.0f! 
-2.55 

0.50 
1.00 
0.35 
4.5<; 

1.00 
4.00 
0.15 
1.65 

2.00 
12.00 

1.47 
15.A5 

3.00 
20.00 

2.20 
24.05 

4.00 
n.oo 

3.13 
26.25 

6.00 
23.00 

5.0ll 
21.f><; 
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27 Xl.2'5 SCHWI"IN PUFF HIGH PRESSURE IH1AI) RACER , 7'5 PS [I 

NOR'4AL FnRCE 71.4 

INCLINATION ANGLE 0.0 6.00 15.00 2'5.00 35.00 

I'IF~ SUR ED SLIP ANGLE -? 00 -2.00 -2.00 -2.00 -7.00 '4EASURFO LATERAL FORCE - 21. 00 -20.'50 -18.00 -21.00 -lA.OO CORRECTED SLY P ANGLE -1. n -1.26 -1.37 -1.31 -1.47 CORRECTED LATERAL FORC E -?3.20 -22.211 -111.91 -70.1)1 -15.96 

MEA SURED SLIP A~GLE -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1. Of) '4EASURED LATERAL FORCE -16.00 -16.00 -11.00 -11.00 -11.00 CflRRECTEO SLIP ANGLE -0.40 -0.41 -0.61 -0.59 -0.71 CORRECTED LATEPAL FORCE -18.00 -17.'58 -11.71 -12.41 -<1.7'-, 

I'IEASURFD SLIP ANGLE -0.50 -0.'50 -0.50 -0.50 -0.50 I'4EASURED LATER AL FORCE -12.00 -10.50 -8.00 -9.00 -4.00 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLE -0.04 -0.10 -0.21 -0.22 -0.44 CORRECTED LATERAL FQRCE -13.90 -11.9A - '3.61 - '3.31 -1.6" 

I'IEASURFD SLIP ANr,LE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~EASURED LATERAL FORCE -8.00 -5.50 -1.50 -3.50 -2.00 CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 0.33 0.23 0.13 0.0 0 -0.01 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE -9.1\0 -6.11" -4.01 -2.71 ('\.44 

14EA SUREO SLIP ANGlE' 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 '4EASURED LATERAL FORCE -2.00 0.0 1.50 1.00 7.00 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLE 0.6? 0.54 0.46 0.44 O.lA CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE -3.70 -1.711 1.09 1.Flo 0.54 

I'IEASUREO SLI P A"JGLE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.CO '4EASURED LATERAL FORCE 2.0f) 6.00 7.00 '5.'50 12.00 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLF 0. 00 0.A4 0.7Fl 0.78 0.51 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 0.40 4.R2 6.69 6.49 14.1,4 

'4EASURFD SL IP A"IGLE 2.00 2.0) 2.00 2.00 2.CO I'4EASURED LATERAL FORCE 10.0"" 11. ('\(J 14.00 1'5.00 22.00 cnR R FC TEO SLI P ANGLE 1. 71 1.60 1.54 1.46 1. 17 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 8.1)0 12.02 13.1\0 16.19 24.R4 

MEA SUREO SLIP ANGLE 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00 3.00 '4EASURED LATERAL FORCE 22.00 21.00 22.00 25.50 34.00 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLE 2.31 2.B 2.26 2.10 1.71 CORR Ee TEO LATERAL FORCE 20.80 20.22 22.09 26.89 '37.04 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 30.00 29.50 29.00 30.00 41.50 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLE 3.01 3.04 3.02 2.95 2.51 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 29.00 28.97 29.29 31.'59 44.74 

"!EASURFD SL IP ANGLE 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 "!FASUREO LATERAL FORCE 44.00 41.00 41.00 19.00 41.00 CORRECTED SL IP ANGLE 4.55 4.64 4.61 4.61 4.31 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 43.40 40. <1 2 41.69 40.99 50.64 

SLIP ANGLE OFF SET = 0.95 
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Z7X1.Z5 SCHWINN PUFF HIGH PRESSURE ReAn RAe EO (7') DS I' 

NflP"1AL FnRCE "'105." 

I NC LIN A TI ON A~GLE 0.0 6.no l<;.no 25.00 Vi.08 

~EASUPFD SL IP ANGLE -2.00 -;).01) -2.1)8 -Z.Oo -2.00 
~EASIIRFO LATERAL FORCF - 25.00 -22.')0 -21.00 -71.00 -15.00 CORRFCTED SLIP ANGLE -1.07 -1.16 -1.22 -1.20 -1.<;, 
CORRECTED LATERAL F flRC E - 27. QO -2". "'11 -23.26 - 2 3. 'lA -ll.QA 

MEA SUR EO SLIP ANGlf -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 -1.00 
"1EASURFD LATERAL FORC E -lo.oa -16.00 -12."0 -11.00 -".00 CflRRECTED SL IP ANGL E -0.2'1 -0.3'1 -0.51 -0.')4 -0.1',7 
CORRFCTfD LATERAL FORCE - 21. 70 -18.~3 -14.56 - n. 76 -1.76 

MFASURED SLI P ANGLF -0.50 -0.50 -0.'50 -0.50 -0. ')0 MEA SURED LATER AL FORCE -14.50 -11.00 -9.00 -8.50 3.00 CORREcno SLIP ANGLE 0.0 7 -0.0<; -0.13 -0.1'"' -0.A4 CORRECTEO LATERAL FflRCE -17.10 -13.53 -10.96 -q.16 4.14 

"1FASUR ED SL IP ANGLE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
~EASURFO LATERAL FORCE -9.00 -7.00 - 3. 00 -1.00 A.OO 'c:,OR R EC TF 0 SlI P ANr,LE 0.38 0.31 0.1 A 0.05 -0.2<; 
CORRFCTEO LATERAL FORC E - 11. 50 -°.41 -4.<lA -1.56 7.44 

"1EA SUR ED SLIP ANGLE 0.50 0.<;0 0.'50 0.50 0.<;') 
~EASURED LATERAL FORCE -3.00 -4.00 3.00 '>.00 12.00 CORRECTfD SLIP ANGLE 0." Fl 0.71 0.46 0.32 0.0<; 
CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE -5.40 -6.13 1.24 5.54 13.54 

MEASURED SL I P ANGLE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 MEASURED LATER AL FORCE 3.00 6.'50 10.50 q.oo 7?0() 
CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 0.9'1 0.'16 0.11 0.71 0.21 CORRECTED LATFRAL FORCE 0.70 4.27 8.84 8.64 23. (,4 

~ElSURED SL IP ANGLF 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 13.00 15.50 17.00 20.50 30.00 CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 1.64 1.5<; 1.48 1.32 0.Q4 
C~RRFCTEO LATERAL FORCF 10.00 13.47 15.54 20.34 31.'14 

MEASURED SlI P ANr,LF 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 MEASURED LATERAL FORCE 28.00 2A.00 2A.00 32.50 4').nO 
CORR EC TEO SLIP ANGLF 2. l"I 2.19 2.11 1.92 1.43 CORRECTED LATERAL FORCE 26.10 24.17 26.74 32.54 4 7 .04 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
~EASURED LATFR AL FORCE 3A.00 31.00 37.00 43.00 <;3.00 CnRR FCTED SL IP ANGLE 2.7'1 3.02 2.~0 2.56 2.16 
COR~ FC TFt LATERAL FORCE 36.ll) 2'1.37 35.94 43.24 '5'5.24 

MEASURED SLIP ANGLE 6.00 A.00 6.00 6.00 A.OO MEASURED LATERAL FORCE' 48.50 '52.00 54.00 '56.00 6'1.00 CORRECTED SLIP ANGLE 4.43 4. '11 4.22 4.11 3.61 CORRECTEO LATERAL FORCE 47.20 '50.77 '53.34 56.(,4 71.64 

SLIP ANGLE OFF SFT "'" 0.'14 
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